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SECTI©N 1
EXECUTIVE Sl7NlI'l1Af'^Y
The purpase of this study was to prepare a forecast of Space Shuttle
flight requirements in support of the launch of commercial communications
satellites. The study was prepared for NASA Ileadquarters by Future Systems
Incorporated.
The forecast for the number of cammunications satellites which have to
be launched is based on a 25-year traffic . forecast which was prepared by Future
Systems Incorporated. It is important to note . that this study covers only
commercial communications satellite requirements, which constitute only one part
of the satellites which will be launched by the Space Shuttle.
Table 1--3.
Scope of Forecast
Systems which Are Inckided in the Forecast
-^	 , .	 .
3.. Domestic and regional commercial communications
satellite systems
2. Video eonferencing satellite systems
3. Direct TV broadcast satellite systems
'	 ^. The INTELSAT System
5. Maritime and aeronautical cammunications systems-
.	 Examples of Systems 'Which Are Not Included
in the Farecast
1. Government c©mmunieations satellite systems, military
..
operatinnai and experimental
2,. Earth sensing satellite systems, Landsat, meteorological
programs
Scientific experiments <
4. Search and rescue, navigational, tracking data relay
satellites, etc.
i
^ i
ii
^1
One of the inputs i;Ea the traffic forecast is a set of demographic data
for T^arld model zones contai^^,?ng countries ©f similar political and economic
characteristics.	 Demographic data including forecasts for future population and
GNP , was taken from a variety of future oriented information sources which are
referenced in an Annex to this report.
	
Highlights of the demographic data are
shovan in Table 1=L,
a
Table I-2
1
s
I^i^hlights of Demographic Data
(GNP in 1977 Dollars) ^
North
	
Asian World
America Total
1977 GNP/Capita (Dollars)	 8,DD0	 240
i
1,BOD	 1
2#102 GNP/Capita {Daitars) 	 135000	 57D 257DD
20#;2 Pope^latic^n (Millions)	 290	 2,1DD 6,DDD
20D2 GNP (^Pilti©ns) 	 3,^D0	 x:5200 1D5000	 '
*Excludes gapan and China
• i
2
,,
}The traffic forecast for domestic and regional satellite communications 	 ^' ^.
3	 .
includes the following categories:
.,
Telephony Traffic, including Telegraphy acrd other 1pw speed data
^k
New Data Services
TV i3istribe^tion
^Iide^ Corrferencing
Direct T^ Broadce.st
Aeronautical e yed Maritime Services
Since there is extensive background of conventional telephony trarrsr'^tis--
sion, the model for telephony satellite traffic is based on correlation fa.etors which
have beery derived from historical data, and. which are applied t:s farecasts of future
acrd GATk^population	 numbers.
The forecast for new data services is based on a market study by
Batellite Business Systems (SBS) which was filed with the FCC in X976. 	 The SBS
^^ data traffic forecast which covers only the USA has been applied to other countries
and future years by scaling in proportion to each country's GNp.
video conferencin
	 is another ra idl	 ewer in	 ne	 service which willg	 P	 Y	 g g	 ^'	 ,
be fur&her stimulated by the depletion of .the worlds oil reserves and rising travel
costs.	 Current	 satellite	 and	 terrestrial	 transmission	 facilities	 are	 totally	 ^
inadequate for tl]e high capacity requll'ement of v1de0 conferenclrig systerra5, s 1nCe
one video channel is equivalent to about 300 voice channels. Irlevv special purpose
^.
high ^capaczty satellite systems tN1I1 furnish th15 seritice.
A summary of the total world traffic is shown in Table 1^3. 	 ^•^
,.
3
Table ^-3
Summary of Cont^nercial Satellite Communications Traffic
For the 'car 2002
{Excludi^t^INTELSAT)
Traffic Catagcry ^uanfiity Unit
Telephony, ^''elegraphy 2, 700 Reference firanspanders^`
New DaEa Services X00 i3.eferenee transponders
Ty
 Transmission 145 Reference transponders
Video Conferencing I60 1:000 two-way video
C1rCL31ta^'^
Direct TV Broadcast 140 .Video channels
dVlaritime Cammunicafiians 720 Voice circuits
Aeronautical Communications 1H Ground-to--air voice
channels
I
i
1
1
1
1
1
^=A reference firanspander has a bandwidth of 36 1Vlfiz, an EIRP of 33 riBi^ and
carries 1,000 one-way voice channels.
*'^A two-way circuit is equal to two one-way channels.
Future communications traffic will be transmitted over advanced
technoiogy satellite transmission systems. 	 Such systems will provide spacecraft
with multiple spot beams to permit frequency re--use in all satellite communica-
°
tions bands including	 10/30	 G^z.	 Interconnection	 of spot	 beams	 will be	 ,
accomplished by satellite-°sv^itched T1^MA.	 Future high capacity satellites will
include the equivaient capacity of 200 reference transponders.
Lower capacity satellites operating excir.^sively at C-band wit continue
to be used for domestic and regional comr^,uncations for deveioping .countries.
Technology impravements will emghas^e spacecraft antenna sidelobe control to
permit re-use of the same a^°bitai, pos^^ion by sateil.ites which provide coverage to
d
different pones. For exampie, the ^^me arbitai location may be used for satellites
providing coverage to a -south American country and to an African country.
Improvements in coding techniques will ^Sermit operation at lower carrier-to-n^^ise
ratios at tittle loss in : capacity, which will make _the signals. more immune to
interference.
New video conferencing satellites will be designed -with capacities of	 ^ y
about
	
$,000	 two-way	 video	 circuits.	 in	 con^unetion	 with	 special	 bandwidth._
..
compression techniques for video conferencing.
Tha TPITELBAT ^ystEm ^viu continue Ito e^^c^lve along the trend set since
the start Of Ear?y -Bard ^pe r^Rtlons In 1965.	 ^Tl SIx SuCce5S1Ve generations ®f
satellites deployed over a period of 15 years, the ,capacity. per satellifi^ has risen
from 240 circuits of Early Bird to 12,000 two-wad telephony cirenits of 1^l3TELSAT
^ which is 'to be launched b;^ 1.979 or 3.980.	 - The -
 spacecraft weight in orbit
increased from 38 4^g for Eariy Bird to 987 kg for YNTEL^A.T ^I. 	 The sys€em ^n^L
continue to grow, primarily by phasing in higher capacity satellites.
Domestic and regional systems will grow in a similar fashion.
	 As	 ^
capacity requirements increase, systems will go from ©ne to two- end then. to three
x
opera'^ing satellites.::	 As capacity requirements increase, >^cw generations of
	 ,'
spaceera.ft will be deployed with higher ^apaeity. This ... leads to a grad^3a1 increase
of spacecraft weight from the Delta class to .the Atlas class of spacecraft, and
,. ,.
finally to a spacecraft which requires the total capability oi' the space Shuttle.
F -	 ^
:_
r
The first domestic system was that of Telesat which became opera-
tional in 1972. In the a--year period since 1972, six domestic systems have been
established with a total of ^5 satellites in orbit.
Becatase of improved technology including the availability of conven-
ient, law cost reliable launches, the intraduetiOn Of domestic 5ystem5 will
accelerate. This trend will be reinforced by oiI shortages and consequent increases
in travel costs. ^^ the year 2902 We expect that a total of 67 separates satellite.
communications. systems will be in c^peratian, Plus the INTELS^iT System and a
maritime/a.eran^.utical communications satellite system. Table 1.-4 shows the
^.	 distribution of tht^se systems.
Table 1-^
Satellite Systems Distribution
Communications Satellite Systems
Regions,]. 10
Domestic 28
Total 3$	 ^
'Ji^leo Cont'erencing Systems ^
Regional 7,
^.	 Domestic S
-	 Total I2	 ^
TV Broadcasting Systems ^
-	 ^.eg1t711a^ 9
Domestic 8
Total ]:7
IN 1^hSAT
-	
-
1
Aeranaut^cal/I^ar^tYme
3
1
s
-The rate at which new systems are added will rise to four per year in
the mid 1.980^s and v^ill then taper off to one per year around the year 2DOD.
In developing a count of Space Shuttle flight requirements, we have
' excluded the launch requirements fbr the USSR and for Eastern Europe, since these
satellites wi31 be launched by Russia. For the remaining' systems, the occasional
use of expendable launch vehicles will only have a minor impact on Shuttle flight
requirements. The Space Shuttle will be less exgensive and raiore reliable as well as
more readily available on short notice than expendable vehicles. Nevertheless,
there will probably be some launches of communications satellites by Ariane and by
Japanese launch vehicles. These will have to be relatively low capa^:ity satellites.
China will have a large requirement far satellite launches? and the use
of launch facilities will be a political decision. We have assumed that 5a percent of
the Chinese satellites will be launched on the Space Si^uttle.
Table x-^ shows. the summary of satellites in orbit, excluding satellites
for the 1TSSR and far Eastern European requirements.
Based on past history of replacement of satellites in orbit and on the
trend of improved spacecraft reliability, we used an average: of 6 years as the
^, satellite replacement cycle. This includes replacement due to failures and system
obsolescence. Excluding the USSR and East European requirements, 92 percent of
.all. satellites will be launched by the Space- shuttle. Launch reliability will be
improved as the result ai' the Shuttle use, but a failure. rate of 9 percent far BSjJ'S,
AKM or IU5 as applicable was assumed in calculating total launch require^rtents.
c-'
used on the above considerations, numbers of .annual spacecraft
launches have been determined as shown in Table 1--S. These launch requirements
have been translated into Shuttle flight requirements by assuming a ^.QQ percent fill
r ^- factor for all Shuttle flights. ale find th.:t shuttle flight requirements rise from
-five peg
 year in the- early 1980's to f0 der year in the mid 805. They level off at
around 17 : per. year in the mid ^99Q's. As stated earlier, these rec^uireme^its include
only commercial communications. satellitesr they exclude governmentcammt^nica^
dons satellites -and many other satellite categories.
7
#-
1,.
Table 1-5
Total In-orbit Requirements
For AlI Services
Year 202
Service
	
Satellite Size's.Type
A	 B C
INTELSAT, communications and
video canferencing 15	 -
Maritime and aeronautical	 9
Domestic and regional ^
cor;^munications	 38	 35 15
Dnmestie and regional.
° video cvnferencing 23	 1
Direct TV brr,adcast	 22 -
^^^ r
Total.
	
47	 58 53	 '_
.^.— ,
Grand Total -All Sizes
	
158
¢'
'^A =Delta equivalent, B =Atlas Centaur equivalent
G ^ iIIS equivalent
^^
8
^,	 ..	 :.
Table ^-6
Satellite Launch and Shuttle Flight Requirer^ients
Year Satellite Launched Number
Size* of 5huttl^
^,
A a C Flights
1982 $ ^ 1 5.00
83 1.0 7 0 6.00
84 9 8 2 8.25
85 11 7 1 7,25
86 10 9 3 10.00
87 11 8 5 11.75
88 11 9 3 10.25
89 11 9 5 12.25
1990 10 10 6 13.50
91 ?1 10 6 13.75
92 10 11 'T 15.00
t 93 10 9 6 13.00
94 9 11 9 1.6.75
95 8 11 9 16.50
. 96 9 11 9 16...75.
97 8 9 9 15.50
98 5 10 11 1.7.25
99 8 8 9 1.5.00
.2000 6 9 11 17.00
2001 8 8 11 1'7.00
2002 7 8 12 17...75
Total 190 186 135 275.50
Average —	 - --
Fer
.. Year 9.05 8.86 6.^3 13.1.2
. *A = Delta equivai^nts B = A.tlas Centaur equivalent
C = IUS equi^'alent -
,,
s,
9
s:
3
jJ	 SECTION 2
IHTRt?DUCTION	 '
This forecast of Space Shuttle Flight Requirements for Commercial
Comm^anieations Satellites has been prepared for NASA Headquarters by Future
Systems Incorporated {FSI) under Order Pao, W1^.367. The .Order date. was August
9, 1977, and the required completion date is September 7, 197 r. 	 _
The forecast of the number of Space Shuttle flights which will probably
be required for the launei^ of commercial communications satellites.. is based on s	 j
25 year traffic.: forecast far dorr^estic and regional satellite communications, which
had previously been prepared as an ^`SI funded project. The results. of this forecast 	 _	 ^
are also documented in this study report.
It is important to note that commercial communications satellites
constitute only one part of the communications satellites which will be launched by
the .dace Shuttle. The study does include , international, regional and domestic-
1`	 communications satellite requirements, fixed and mobile aaplicatzons, as well as
special purpose satellite systems - such as direct TV broadcast systems -and video
conferencing systems. Tt does not include, however, the. important categories of 	 -
gavernment communications satellite systems, both .military and .Experimental, 	
-
earth sensing satellite systems such as LANBSAT and meteorological satellite
.systems, scientific experiments, search end rescue satellites, navigational satel--
lites, tra^a{ng data relay satellities, etc.: 	 '
The present forecast is therefore addressed only to a portion. of the 	 ,E:.,:
total. requirements for Space Shuttle flights. in support of satellite launches. The
methodology, which has hear developed during the ^©arse of this study, is, however,
..equally applicable to the generation of similar forecasts for -Space Shuttle flight
.....requirements in u^apport of the launch of the other satel^,ite categories.
^.
_	
;.
10
9Initial[ plans were Yo develop a computer program far delivery to NASAL
which would compute probable Shuttle flight requirements r^s a function of tirrte,
Ci51ng the methodology dESCrib^d in SectiO^ ^ Of this Depart.	 StzCil a gragrarri Cfln	 2
also be ex#Ended to include all types of .satellite missions instead of only
' commercial communications satellites. The advatt#age of such a program 'would be
the ability of Entering new	 ilYfal'173atlan	 as ].t	 becomes	 available,	 and	 thus
maintaining an acctarate estimate of Shuttle fJ.ight requiremen#s in light of tits
latest developments.
	 ^
r
j` Far exr^rii^:le- an 2976 rite g^avernment of Brazil announced firm plans to
,r, ^c;nstruct its domestic satellite system st^rtf^tg in 1.977. 	 Representatives of
TelebrasJEt^tbratei held exploratory tarts with NASA concerning the procurement
' Of launch veh iCleS In SuppO^^ Of tfte pCOgram.	 Trt iV1ay of 1977, hatuever, it Wfl5'^„
announced that the Brazilian communications satellite program had been indefi-
rtitely deferred. On the ether hand, the TNSAT Pragrarn, whf^h was >n. the planning
stages for e long time and ti^^hose implementation was in da Ubt until recently, was
apprpved bjx the Indian ^overnr:tent in dune of 3.977. Tice availa^aility of a computer
program would facilitate convenient and quick updating of the total Shuttle Bight
estimates whenever new program decisions are announced. 	 However, because of
,_
the chart tFme that rues available for the preparation of this regart, it was not
..
possible to include.
 the computer program wi^'h ti^is study,
F
__
,^
r
SECTIC)N ^
IVfETHOI30LOGY
This section provides a brief description of the. methodology which was
used in deriving forecasts of Space shuttle flight requirements.
3.^	 Traffic Forecasts
The first step 15 the determination of forecasts of communications
traffic that will likely be bandied by commercial communications satellites. To
develop such forecasts we look into the past to see what we can learn - from historic
developments in the telecommunications area in order that we can extrapolate into
the future.. Vie also. Iook at other predictions far future developments in order to
evaluate how the extrapolations of past trends will ire modified by expected
develbpraents in other areas.
Il^iany factors contrifaute to the shaping of commercial satellite
`	 cammu^ications systems of the future, including:
-	 Req^zirem eats
Technology
Economics
Regulation
1Vew technology will both stimulate requirements as it permits the
introduction, of new services and make it possible to satisfy these requi^•ements
economically. Shortage of fossil fuels wil; increase gravel costs, temporarily which
will stimulate the partial substitution of cot^munica#ions -for travel, thus increasing
communications requirements. Improving ecor^omie conditions will increase the
derr^artd for ec^mmunications services. Policy makers wild glen ahead- and make
those regugatory .changes which vtili be required: to meet increased satellite
communica#ions, requirements economically with new technologya
Fora 25 year traffic forecast for telephony requirements we considered
it appropriate to review 25 years of the history of telecommunications. From . this
review we developed certain correl&..ion factors which were then applied to predict
future traffic.
One very useful correlation factor was found. to be the measure of GNP
per telephone. It was found that this factor generally converges to similar
numbers, as each country progresses Art its economic and technological develop-
' went. Another important factor is the ratio of long distance telephone calls per
telephone.. Finall 7^, we used the ratio of long distance calls per unit GIMP as another
correlation factor.
Using these factors for predictions of future traffic requires assump--
Lions regarding certain demographic data of the future. ^gecifically, we require
estimates of future GNl' and population in the countries or world regions under
study. Fortunately, a suitable range of these numbers is t ►rell doctYmenfed and
generally agreed upon 'by a variety of sources. Literature references to these
forecasts are given in Annex A to this report. Using #here demographic forecasts
and the correlation factors which were devela^ted from ^tistorie telecommunications
5tat1stlCS, we predicted future Tong distance telephone traffic. Number of calls
were translated into a required number of trunks by the use of information on the
average call duration, number of channels per trunk and a desired grade of service.
. Next it was necessary to determine the percent€tge of the total traffic
that would likely be transmitted via satellites. This is a matter of economics and.
depends also on the extent of development of the terrestrial network. For
	
-	 example, in the U5A the ecortornic breakk-even. point isetween terrestrial and
satellite transmission is about 50[^ miles. 'Phis Means that communications of over
	
.	 500 miles are cheaper via sateIIite. Com ,nut^ications between two points which are
less than 500 miles apart. are generally cheaper via terrestrial, facilities. This. is a
.
	
	 typical figure which varies with a variety of assumptions. In deve;^opirig countries,.
especially in the trapiess
 the terrestrial transtnis^ion facilities are much: Tess
	
-	 developed, and where they exist they are more costly. In such countries the brew
even distance is smaller, and a larger percazttage of the traffic can be expected to
	
• °	 be carried via satellites. Based on. these considerations t}te total telephony traffic
estimates mere developed..
	
-	 ^
sExtrapolation of historic data leads us only to a traffic estimate for the	 ^
types of traffic which. has been carried in the past. New technology' and r^tlier
changing co^zditions lead to the introdas;tion of new services for which traffic
^ estimates must be based on marlcet forecasts and other considerations. One major
category of new services is the type of data comrr►unications traffic which is the
target of Satellite I3t^siness Systems {SBS}. 	 Our forecast for this -type of service is
Lased on the S^3S marlcet survey, whack. was. described in a I.^'Tfi F^°; filing.
	 A.
variety of other forecasts and cons3dera±ions led to the generation of a traffic
model far other new services.
3,^	 Teehnolo^^evelo^rnent 	 l
I,f we translate the total communications traffic requirements for .
 the
year 1690 or 2000 into satellite requirements based on present technology
satellites, we find that- the equatorial arc waulcl quickly become saturated. 	 This
would be a very expensive solution and wquid inhibit- the growth of satellite traffico
It^z oraer to make arealistic- forecast of satellite requirements,-it is necessary to_
predict technology advances- which t^iill be introduced during the period. of time
under study,	 These technology advances will permit the construction of higher
-,
capacity satellites- than. are existing or are-being planned. today..
Technology advances can also impr©ve the 'satellite . life.	 Longer
satellite. life. meahs fewer failures and therefore fewer replacement Zaunches.
^'or these reasons a technology forecast has been made t^ form an input
to the construction of satellite systems- models from which the number of launch
requirements can be determined.
...
^^ 3,3
	
_	
The INTEI.S.I^T System
t^
;^ The IPTTELSAT System has carried - traffic since f965, a 12 year period.
INT^LSAT-has. also made estimates of future traffic which would be carried by the
°;	 ^
;,
system.
	 ^1'e have riot attempted to duplicate these estimates, but rather we have-
	 `"
extrapolated the avrzilab?e ^NTI;LSAT data. to develop- amodel -for future launch
,.
rEgzairements.
^s
^,
f4
INTELSAT has als en er d th us' ss o	 s' t	 o er aro t o
	
e b me	 flea xng ransg nd s f
domestic communications. 	 If 1P7TELSf^T pursues this business - opportunity
vi^^orausly, darnestic traffic. rna3T become a large portion of its total traffic.
however, since lN'I'ELSA. T has not yet announced its policy in this respect, we have
'	 not included new domestic traffic in the INTELSAT systems model.
•	 3.^4	 Domestic and regional System s
The traffic models v^hich K^ere generated in Section 5 show the satellite
communications traffic that oan be exg^cted if satellite systems are constructed to
satisfy tl^e particular traffic. Scotian 8 provides a review of the general conditions
in each region under study and identifies specific systems and their likely dame of
;'
	
	 introductian and subsequent development. Thus, satellite systems models are
generated from which launch requirements can be derived.
,^,
3.5
	 Expendable Launch ^Tehicles
^:,	 In Section 9 a discussion is given as to which systems are likely tea use
.,
-^ '	 expendable Ir^unch vehicles instead of the Space Shuttle.
.,^.
c=
^..,	 3.S	 Space Shuttle Flight Requiremehts
t:
Based en _the work in the preceeding s^etions, in Section IG we -have
generated. requirements for Space Shuttle flights in support of the launch of
commercial communications satellites on a year by year basis. The launches are
`^ '	 those required for the initial introduction. of ^aeh system, those for replacement
satellites for inrorbit failures and finally for . the replaeemment of obsolete satellites
^^	 by a nevi generation.
^::
^:
^-^ 1.5
SECTI®N 4
I?EMCGI^APHIC I?A`1`:A.
Certain demographic data is needed for the forecasting of comminioa-
_. tions requirements. - These are, namely, GNP and population far different world
regions as a function of tune..
_	 ^,
In global forecasting it is standard practice to segregate countries into
world model regions of similar political and economic characteristics. Far the. FSI
	 ^'
.^
model w^ Dave segregated the world info two major groups as follows:.
i
Group I	 North Ariierica
Western Europe
USSR	 -
. Eastern Europe
^'apan	
.^
,^
^
Group II	 Latin America
Niit^dle East
China
.r .
'Asia
Africa,
_^ ^
^3ther Gauntries-	 Those scat covered in .Grains I and 11
.. In this model lSorth .^frica has been included in the iVliddle Fast Group,
^Tapan and China have been excluded fros'n Lhe - Asia Group, and the Africa Gracsp
e^ccludes South.: anal North Africa°
. The Edzson Electric Institute prepared a ,ia5--year forecast_ far the
	 -
^` electric power companies. Simzlarly s the IAA is Marking nn a 2^-year forecast far
the aviation ^nvironmen^.	 (See Annex A far` bath references.) ^ the FSI traffic
model ,
 ive have also ^cleeted a ^5-year period as the range for oEZr forecast°
	 ^`he
basic demographic data :
 that was used fn this forecast is listed in Table 4-1.	 -
•:
,: ^
f.	 -
^.
i
.^
I6	 ;
Table 4--1
Demo^raohic Data
Re^non 1977 GNP 2002 2DD2 2002...
GYP/Cap... Growth GNP/Cap. Popula- GNl'
(Dollars) Rate (Dollars} ^ Lion {$' Bilt.]
^9b/Y} (Mill.
GrOU p^
North Ame^i^a 3,flDD 2.0 ^.3DOD 29D 3,8D0
Western Europe G,000 2.0 9,80D 4DD 3,90.0
`-USSR 3,3DD 2.3 5,80D 340 13980
Easfern Europe _ . 3,D00 2.3 5p300 IZ5 660
Japan 4,8DD 2.5 9,ODD 13D 1._..^1^0
Total 9,OOD 1j285 11,5D0
Grote
..Latin America 8DD 3 .5 1,9D0 45D 850
Middle East's 1,1D0 3.D 2,3Q0 300 690
.	 f^ China 3DD 5.D 1,D00 1,2DD 1,210
Asia'^'^ 24D 3.5 570 2,10D ^., 200
Africa^'^^ 21D	 _ 3.5 5D0 5DD 25D
Total = 9,00 4,55D 4,200
^ Y
Other x., 500 2 .5 2,500 Z10 31D
^ ^.
F
World -Total 2, 7DD 6, DD0 16, 000
^._.
'^Inci,udes hTorth Africa
*^Exelt^des. Japszi s.r^d China
'"-'
.^
'^'^'^Excludes youth Af^°ica and Norti, Africa
__
`
.	
1^
.^'.
-
..
-	 R	 -
_
:k:
..
.'
.
X.
'^	 ' 	 - - a
h
17
..	 ^	 ^.	
^
,,I,
a
^
—
1
The starting point is the 1977 4GNP per capita. line will find that these
numbers -are highee than those tssus.11y shown in financial. statistics.	 .This is doze to
the fact .that they are expressed in 7.977 dollars,. while mazzy other statistics use
dollars of earlier years as a reference.
The Gl^l' gro^rth rates from 1.977 to 2002 and the poptda#ion Yzy the year
^^0^ are_ i7s5ed On a cOn50lidation of estzmatES and forecaStS given iri .vs^rious
r
references listed in Annex. A. 	 Current and historic data was als p derived frarn	 .
1 various references in Annex A. 	 it should be noted. that all: figures acre rounded to
'd	 e '	 ess'on	 f a hi her de ree of	 recision than is v^rarranted. Foravoz
	
gzvzng th	 zmpr	 z	 a	 g	 g	 p
this reason. the totals in each column do not add aap grecisel^.
dome of the highlights of the forecast of demographic data are
summarised ire Table ^-2. {FigurQS are. rcre^nded.)
^^,,
Table 4-2	 ^
-...._.`
Highlights of Demogra hic Data
Year 2002
^^
^n Population	 Developed countries 	 2046 of tvarid population
_ Developing countries 	 5096 of world pepulatioxz
,^
GIdP	 ^7evelaped countries	 r^546 s^f world total
^.
Developing countries	 25% of world total
^;
Cxl^l^ .Per capita
	
Developed countries	 ^9, fl00
":
,7-,
Developing countries	 , $	 30U
-
^x
j
A.
^^
-,S
Thus, even 25 years frown €pow the disparity between the average
developing countries and deveic^^sed countries is still a factor of ]. to ^.0 in Gl^^ -per
capita. I^owever, if we compare P^orth .America with .^sia and ^.frica, .the
differential is even h^rger, as shown zn Tab^.e 4--3.
Table 4-3
North America Co^n^ared 'kith Asia and Africa
Fear 20(^^
I T^orgh	 E3.Sla and	 Ratio
	
A:meri^a	 Africa
1
^avErage}
^.°'^7 GIMP 1'ea Capita	 5,000.	 2^0 ,	 35
2002 SNP Per Capita
^..
.:
^:.
'^
a,
„^
'^.
,;
^S
r
='-.
9
1
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SECTiOAI 5
TR.^.FF`IC F4RF^CAST
.
FSY has developed s. ^5 year traffic forecast for domestic anti regional
satellite conmunicatiohs^	 This forecast includes con^entianal telephony traffic,
new data ser^iices, Tl^ ails#ribution, olden cr^nferencing and direct TV bxnadeast
traffic.- For the purpose of estimating Space Shuttle flight requirements in support
of the laune:h of commercial comrri^ani^cations satellites, we have also included an
estimate of aerana^ttical and maritime sers►ice requirements. Launch requircements
for tfie IN'I'ELS^T System are- derived separately, as described in Section 7.
- 5.7.	 Telephony Traffic	 -
Sznee there is extensive background of conventional telephone telecom-
. muhications, the model fnr telephony satellite traffic is based.. an correlation
factors which. have- been derived from historical . data, and which are applied to
.-^
'k
forecasts of future. population and GNP numbers.
-
Table 5 1 summarizes the derivation of transponder requirements for a
simplified world model. 	 Transponders . are. expressed in terms of typical domestic
C-band t^•ansponders -with a^i EIR.P of about 33 dFW and a bandwidth of about 36
1l4Hz and being able to carry -about X,00 multiple €^ceess cane-way telephone:..
. channels a.s a weighted average for domestic applicationsa 	 This mess^e was
+ ^ chosen merely as a convenient referer!ce with which everyone is familiar. 	 Actual
^.
domestic satellite systems of the future ;brill use a variety of other arrangemezits.
The fallowing correlation factors were found to be useful in deriving tY:^
. ; traffic anbdel:
:
r =. _	 GNP Per Telephone	
-
bong Distance; Calls Per Telephone
Long 13istance Calls Per ^I.,^QO Dollars GNP
.	 ^r ^^
t
i{' These fsctors vary from country to country and with time, but they
follow a general trend. Detailed information on these factors is shown in Annex B
of this report, where curves are plotted for 17 representative countries.
^ estirnatirg domestic traffic requirements, the so-called regional
system requirements have been included. For example, the European traffic that
vaill be carried on ESAss ECS satellites which will follow CTS is considered
European domestic traffic. Likewise, the traffic on the .Arab regional system, on
the .AP,TDEAN and the ASEAAF Systems, etc., is lumped in the domestic category.
	 ^
'	 This is not t4 say that such traffic could not be carried orb the INTELSAT System.
..	 Zt may well be included in part in the INTELSAT System through transponder lease 	 ',
-	 or as regular traffic, if INTELSAT implements a distance dependent rate.
^_ '	 This inclusion . .permits us to construct a model ire which .the sizQ of a
^-
country is not important. A large country like the USA has very little international
j	 traffic,-when such traffic is expressed as a percentage of the total #raffle. Smaller
countries, such as those ni' Europe, have a much larger percentage of international3 . "	
traffic since by nature of their sire they found it beneficial to establish close
].
relations with .their neighbors. Similar relationships will. grow in developing
countries. Thus, large countries have their proper dnmestic satellite traffic while
small countries re^u^.se regional systems to benefit from the-same ecannmies, and
E --	 the traffic. of these systems is included in the model presented in this repnrt.
t
^^
P°igure 5-l. is a summary of the GNP per telephone correlation factors.
North America has the most advanced telephone network, which is expected to
hnttom out at $1,O,QUO GNP per telephone. Japan is about to overtake Western
Europe, wh€Ie Russia and . E$stern Europe. are Tagging behind. The Middle East is
"^	 expanding its telephone .network. rapidly, and Asia and .Africa are making rapid . .
`^	 relative progress. t ^'
Figure 5--2 shows the number of long distance calls per $I,OQfl GNP.
The real cost of long distance calls is cLropping rapidly, and the number of -calls per
$I,DOQ GNP is therefore increasing. By the .year 2D02 most countries gill .
 have
.:	 ;
,.
between ^0 and ^5 long distance calls per $1,OOfl GNl'.
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The extrapalated figures ^f GNP per telephone for the year 2D02 -are
- taken from Figure 5-I and 3isted in Table 5-^. Although these figures are not used
directly in the generation of the traffic model, they are used as a check on the
reasr^nableness of the model.
The. present telephone density in the USA is about 70 telephones per ].00
population, In some cities the density, is already above 1©0. In our model the total
slumber of telephones per ^^0 population for the developed countries in the year
20iD2 is 75, slightly higher - than in the U5A today. The total.wor•1.d average. by the
year 2D02 is 2^ telephones per 1Q0 population, compared to about 1.0 today. This
implies as annual growth of 4.7 percent for the world's telephones, while the world
population will grow at ara aver.°age rate of 1.6 percent per year.
The extraprslated values of Long distance calls per $^,OQ^ GNP from
Figure 5-^2 are also listed in Table 5--1. These figures, together with the GNP
forecast, are then converted into transponder requirements.
Table 5--2 provides another cross-check on the correlation factors. It is
found that the long distance calls per telephone range from 1211 to 25a per year..
^	 This is quite reasonable, since the number of long distance calls per telephone for
Sweden and Germany have already exceeded 20D per year in.1975.
The next step in generating transponder requirements as shown in Table
5-1. consists of translating long distance. calls into satellite call minutes. An
a^,•err^ge call duration of 9 min?ates .was used. for this calculation, which was based
on a summary of international statistics. Furtt;ermore, it was .assumed that from 5
to I5 percent of ail long distance traffic by the year 2Q02 would be suitable for
transmiSSion via satellite. - This percentage varies with the region and is dependent
'^-	 on the extent of the terrestrial. transr€tission facilities presently existing.
At present the break even, distance for satellite. and. terrestrial
communications in the USA is about 56^ miles. ^ the L7S^4. at present,. or^.y ab4?it 5
,^,	 percent of the total long distance ^raffie would be suitable far transmission via
;_,: satellite. This follows: fr^rn an FCC Filing by ATL^eT of file distribution. of route
^-
miles of leased lines, Tn the future, however, long distance transmission. costs will
eor^tinue to drop, and there will be a shift. oi' long distance traffic to longer
distances.
^-;.
^^: 24
i
9
r3
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Already today, the packet communications network az Telenet offers
data communications v;tith distance independent rates. A Washington to I,os
Angeles cr^^nection costs no more than a W gshirgtan to f3altirnarE connet^tian. A
similar trend will be experienced with fielephrsny transmissions in the future. This
will increase the portion of traffic ^ ►hich can best be carried by satellites.
In developing countries the expansion of the terrestrial. network is more
expensive than ire Europe and the LISA y because the repeater stations for the
microwave links would be Ina.C^esSlble and would be difficult to maintain.. For
these reasons,' developing countries will apt to expand . the transmission facilities
with communications satellites to a greater extent than the already developed
countries. A.s the ,result of these considerations we have selected the foilov^ring
percentages of total long distance traffic as being suitable for satellite transmis-
sion:
!	 Western Europe
`i
^^:.
Japan
North America
fr
Developing Gauntries
596 Western Europe has a very well Bevel
aped .terrestrial network and the 1?TT°^
are in part opposed to domestic and
regional satellite c:,Fnmunications.
Oernrany, for example, is said to be
opposed to the satellite system because
it would lose transit revenues for trams
fic that would otherwise be transmitted
through the country.
6^^ ^'apan also. has a very well. developed
terrestrial system but has nevertheless
already started to implement. ¢iamestic
sate]lite carr^§nunicafiians. One of the
alleged .reasons for this system is the
objective of ^echrtalogy advancement.
896 In spite of the well developea terres-
trial. system, there are already three
domestic satellite systems in operatian
(not counting American Satellite Cor-
paratian, which leases transponders
from l'Yestern UI3i^fI3,^,: end a fourth
system (SEa^ wiL probably start +con
struction in fihe near future.-
15^6 Far all developing countries 1A^e have
assumed. that 1596 of the long distance
traffic vrill be suitable- for satellite
comrnun iCatio^iS.
25
^s the final step, .satellite call minutes .are translated into transponder
requirements as follows;
as It was assumed that the tt^tal traffic is distributed aver the
eghivalent of B,^DD busy hours .per year. On this basis the
Erlang load is calculated as:
1 billion call minutes/2,400 hours x 60 = fi,944 Eriangs
b. The trunk distribution and grade of service are such that the
required. ratio- of Erlangs to circuits is 0.8. Therefore, I.
billion call minutes per year requires 8,680 circuits.
c. One reference transponder handles 1,000 ane--way channels or
500 two-way circuits. Therefore, x billion ca]l minutes Qer
year requires 17.4 transponders.
^.	 ^.Y.._. _^	 _., .:... ^ _	 . , -- ..^..^...	 ..Y._
._	
^ ry	 ^	 _
Table 5-^.
Transponder l^eguirement5 Based OI"! Ex^rap Olatlon of 1}resent ;3erviCe5
GNP in 1977 L3.S. Dollars
Region Trans-GNFj Tele-- Teie--	 Calls Billion LD Percent Billion
. Tele. phones phones	 Per Calls Per S^.tei3ite 5atellife Bonder
(^k) (Trill.} /100 Fop.	 ^1QD4 Year Traffic Call Min. Req.
GNP Fer Year
Group_l
North America 7.0 38Q 134	 12 45 8 32 560
'	 lYeStern E^aroge 13 3D0 75	 14 55 5 25 X35
^	 USSR 18 1.25 ^Q	 12 24 14 22 380
i	 Eastern Europe 16 40 34	 12 8 7 5 85
Japan 10 11.5 90	 l^k i.6 6 9 1^i5
Total 96Q 75	 13 15Q 93 1,6Q0
Group I^
Latin A.^nerica 12 70 15	 12 ZD 15 1^ 244
Midclie East` 18 4 D 13	 12 8 i 5 lI 19 D
i	 Ching 15 50 4	 1Q 12 1.5 16 28D
Asia'^^` 25 50 2	 1D 12 i.5 16 280
Africa*^^ 25 1Q 2	 10 3 15 ^1 '70
Total
.^..-^ 220 5 X15 15 B1 ]., Q6Q
Other 15 2D 2D	 12 4 10 4 70
1Norid Total 13 1.,240 20	 12 200 158 2,7DQ
*includes North Africa
'^^Exeludes Japan ^znd China
^*^`Excit?des South Africa and
r- -	 -	 -	 - - ...mot--
	
.^.o
Noz^th Africa
-	 -	 ^,..._
-- - —=_^.,.^.^___._ __a___^_ . ^ ^	 _ ^_
Taf^le ^_Z
Summary of Corre^atiUn Factors for Year 2007
{Figures arc .rounded}
Reg3or^ GNP Per 1,2^ Calls Per ^]D
Telephone Telephone ^a1^.s
$x,000 Per Year Pere
• $1,000 GNP
^^
1
Y
^'
North America 1Q X20 12
Western Europe 13 18 0 14	 :'
^^ T7S5la. 1& 190 12	 ':
Eastern. Europe 16 190 12
pagan xa 14a ^^
,.
.^ ,
Total 13
Group lI
I,atan America 1Z 1^0 12
^^iddle East ^.^ Z^.Q 32
C1^ina Z6 _ Z^0 10
^,,
^.sia^`^ 25 Z50 10
African*^ ^6 2^0 10
Other I5 1^0 :!2	 ;^,^
^_ World- Total 13 160 12
.-
•.
h^, ^Xnclud^s liTorth Africa
*E^cludes Jap^en and China
- ^^*E.^el^des So=,^tt^ Afrata a.nri A7crth A.fraca
^^
'^ ^`
'f
gas
^^
i^
^^ 26
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-	
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_
^___.•
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As a result we rind that the world- tote]. requirement xor the year 2002 is
2,700 transponders.
For those who have previously not looked at long range forecasts in
telecommunications, this result may appear staggering, Let us check whether it is
reasonable.
'l'he only domestic satellite communications system. which has reached
relative maturity is the Telesat System.. Canada has presently $population of
abaui 23 million people, and there are 14 million telephones in the country. Canada
also has two Anik A satellites in operation, each with 12 transponders. Anik B-with
increased capacity is being built by RCA. Astra--Electronics, and Anilt C was just
contracted to Hughes Aircraft Company.
Assuming that the ^elesat System at present uses oa^ly 12 transponders
for telephony transmission, we - find a situation where 23 million people use l.2
transponders, or 2 million people per transponder. If the world- average would use
satellite communications as extensively by 2002 as Canada does today, the vroridts
6 billion inhabitants would require 3,000 transponders. This compares reasonably
ureic with the- 2,700 transponders of our model.
It is important to remember that the rei~ere^ce tr^rsponder equivalent
to 1,00.0 one--way channels was used only as a convenient measure for traffic; the
actual implementation of domestic systems by the year X002 will rely an more
svdvaneed high capacity satellites, as described in Section fi.
5.2	 New Data Services
Advances in computer t^chnaiogy and ^.pplication have- introduced new
data transmission. services which will be in extensive use by the year 2002.. -These
services will require space segment capacity in addition to that which has. been
extrapolated from the historical use ®f the telephone system.
29
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Ii1 an PC+G' f^lxng of April 1$76,. 5^S shows that MI5 mayor €7eS.
carporations create a mariCet for 96,6{0 voice Circuits and data requirements
equivalent to 100,0[0 circuits for transmission via sa.tellzte by 1985. At x.,000 ane-
way channels, this corresponds to 20U equivalent- ^--band transpanc^ers. 5BS states
the	 is further	 bythat	 market
	
increased
	 requirein^nts ¢torn smaller corporations and
from government agencies,. To be conservative, we have cut this t'areeast in half
and applied it fo each- country cr region in gro^orti^an with the GNP.
In our model - the I985 GIMP of the iJSA expressed in x977 dollars is 2,00
billion dollars. Therefore we allocate one transponder per 20 pillion Gi^'Po
^^
The resultia^g transponder requirements are- spawn in Tgble 5-3.	 1'he
world total for 20®^ is: 8U0 transponders. 	 ^
^,
`	 ^
5.3
	 TV Distribution	 ^ !
.^-,
satellites are ideal fog the tr^tnsmissicsn of network T'Ll to affiliated
.. stations throughout the. country.	 Such services era .already serried, and more
^" extensive use wilt be made in the fufure. Considering the various, netwar^s and the
`.. impact of the time ^anes in the T7^A, as ^vell as requirements for ^ATy program
M^ distribution, Hame P©.^ C^fiice, etc., it is estimated ichat the U.S. res^uirement in
_. 2fB02 will ba 60 T^ channels ^^rhich can ^^ carried 'on 3Q. transiionders.
	 In .the.
absense of anofher measure . vre have tied this requirement -again to SNP, wlZich
^^ results in one transponder for each 1;x.0 billion dc►Ilars G1^'P.
^^,
-	 However, for rE^a1 widespread fuse the capacity of the present terrestrial
	 :^s-^
^^
ti°ags^n3ssian system is wholly inadequate:.	 LiiCewise, .:the.
 capacity n#' any of the
T
current. or planned communications satellite programs is insuffisiente For example,
a TDR,SS type satellite watsld presvide cagticity for © ply 55 twowway video .
 circuits
^'^{ of good tran^inssicin quality. The reason for this low capacity is the fact that one
e 't`^J channel requires the equivalent ;specify: of ai^oizt 300-voice channels. this ratio -
_ varies, depending an the coding and transmi$Slon quality a^sed.
^.
;^
;^	 .
^„
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-	 _	
-	 ^	 _ J
Group R
T atin America
Middle East
China
As' ^*
240 43
190 35
280.- 61
280 6D
S 296
6 230
11 350
11 350
i11111fiT
I'
Tat^le 5--3
TotaA Transponder R.e^uirernents for Telephony, .Data and TV DiStributiOn
{E_^cuiya^ent_G^-hand Transponders 33 d^^V, 35 MHz, ^,OOQ C^ennels)
E^`i ures are rounded}
Region	 Telepilany	 New Data	 TV	 Total
from Tahle	 Services	 Transmission
5.-1}
Group s
56D 190 3,5 265
435 195 35 665
380 100- 20 -500
85 33 5 125
155 60 1U 225
1,600 575 105 2,200
North America
Western Europe
USSR
Eastern Europe
Japan
Total
-	 as
Agrica^^^	 qp 13 2 g5	 ^^.._ d.,... ...__
,_	 Total	 1,Ofi0
__.___.
X10 38 1,300
«,
Other	 7a
,.
16 3 90
^.-s
^vor^a ^atai	 2,^0o sao xis 3,6^©
,^-,
^.:	 Includes North ^.frica
'^*E^clud^s Japa?^: and China
^,	 *'^^Excludes youth Africa. and North Africa
^-
,^^:	 _	
-	 3I
^.__	 .,
..._.,
_.._-^.-,	 m . _.	 _ _, ...,	 _ 4. _^ ^	 ^^..__ -	 ..	 _	 v. _.._
_	 _	 -
^ .order to permit the widespread use of video conferencing, special
high cepacify satellites -will have to be developed. We believe ghat I^AS,A. should
	 ;.^
develop such a high capacity video conferencing 5yste y« end vve .have proposed that 	 i
NASA conduct preliminary studzes towards the amplement^'Cian of this system. The
description of this system. is xeproduced in Annex c of this report. The proposed
s^teltite design,- in conjunction with special picture coding to be developed. for
video conferencing, will ;nave a capacity of S,OQO voice circuits. V^'e enpecf that
three such satellites will be carrying aperation^l traffic for the 17^A in the year
20 p^. Similar satellites will be csed in Europes and other smaller capacity videe
conferencing satellites will be used by other countries and also far inferhatidnal
video conferencing.. The latter feature will. be provided by I?^ITEIaSA'l'.
Tn terms- of developing a traffic estirnate9 we have assumed that the
world. total for TY distribution is 1.45 transponderse
Telephony, TV and. data transmission will use the same types of
transponders. The total requirements for these three services. can therefore be
summ€:d? as shown in Table 5-3, to obtain Total transponder' requirements. The
world total is 3P6UQ transponders for the year 2UQ^.
^^^
T^	 5.4	 Video conferencing	 ^
7
._	 i
As the- world's oil reserves. near depletion, oil prices will continue to
	 }
,.
increase and we wiu face sharply , increased air travel casts. eventually there will
be developments cif i.on-petroleum energy sources suitable for air transportation,
^'y
but in its 25-year forecast the FAA states that it is not likely that such systems
`_	 will be available during the catrrent cen^urye for finis reason we expect that there
^ ^	 will be a growing desire- and necessity fo replace . some travel by telecommtanica--
^^	 bons. The result ^vi1L be increased use of video conferencing.. .
^.
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Several organizatimns including NASA are already operating video
conferencing facili#ies.	 ERDA has a video link between a.ts Germantown and
Washington o^fiees, and in April x9?7 .AT&T started to offer dideo conferencing
services between Washington, San Francisco, Chicago and New ^o^k. ATacT plans
`t}to expand this service to eight-more dities in. January x.978. J.^ spite of the re3ative
inLOnvenience {conferences have to be booked. 8 day in advance. and both parties
have to go to the video conference room ., which in the case of Washington is ira the
C8c1^ ^uildang at 17th and H Streets} and of the high cost (almost $409 per hour for
a Washington-San Francisco conference), the use of the system is growing xapidly.
^^
f Video conferencing would . replace about 15 percent of the air' travel. In
addition, video conferencing will be used as a new and improved service for
applications for -which no travel would have taken place in the absence of the-video
.cbnferencing system.'
Based. on calculations shown in Annex C, a capacity of 16,GQO circuits is
required to replace 20 percent of the U.S.. air travel for 19'74.	 The FAA study-
..	 ^ ^- assumes that air travel. will increase by up to a factor of ^ between 19`74 and the.
year 29U0.	 Based on the conseruatis►e assumption of doublZng the air travel, a 15
^'
percent replacement requires a capacity ®f 2^,OflD circuits, d?° three operating
sateB.ites.	 A fourth. operating satellite is assumed. for service applications, ,which
-. are riot s^zbstitutions for travel.
	 Total video conferencing capacity is theta 32,afl0
^^ Cir^UItS.
^^
To find a . IT1285ure for . .estimating the requirements fear other CountrleS,
we have again tied this service to GNP.. The 2^0^ GNP far the iTSA is about 3,^Q0
^-:
bfllion dollars (in 1977 dollars}. 	 Thin results in .about one video circuit per 1Qn
million dollars GNP.	 The resulting video cvnfereaicing traffic model is shown in
,^`-
.^
•;
.Table S-4.
,: ^
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Table 5-4	
^
.
^	 ^^_
. Video Canferencing Traffic Model
-	
._
•;
Region 2002 GN'l' Number of	 •. Number of
(^ Bill.) Video Canferencing Operating
^ Circuits Video •Con-
(1, 000 'x) ferencing ^
$atellTteS
^^
Y
North -
 America 3, 800 -	 38 6 i
Western Europe 3,900- 39 5
USSR. 1,380 20 3
Eastern Europe 660 7 ^ ^
Japan 1,:150 ^.^ ^
^., '£ota? 11, 500 115 17
W
,^_,
Group II
''L'_', Latin America 850 9 2
Middle East 's S90 7 2
China 1, 210 12 2 _	 ;^
,^	 ;
ASIa^^ ^., 2^0 ^.^ ^
Africa's** 250 3
^'
,^ Ta#aI 4, 2 ^ 0 42
^..,
`^
E.
®that 310. 3 ^.
^..
q
i
=^-
,^
^^Toa^ld Tcta1 18,000 160 2^
k.
fir.
^ -
..	 ^
^^cludes North Africa
^ 15.
_, ^`*Excludes Japan and z,hIna
CY;Y
^..,
,'
-	
L
^^^Exclueies SouthAfrida and North .^.:€rica
'. -.
d
^.	 ^
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5.5
	 Direct TV Broadcast
Direct TV broadcast will be of great interest for educational and other
purposes to many countries. We expect that by 2^^2 it will be in use by many of
the countries which we now call- developing. (By ^©02 many of those countries will.
be developed by today Ts standards.). However, plans for direct TV broadcast. are
also being made by developed countries. Examples are the Canadian TV broadcast
satellite and NORDSAT, a direct TV broadcast satellite for the- Scandinavian
countries. The latter is foreseen to provide about ^0 TV channels already in the
mid 1980ts.
The recently approved INSAT System includes. a direct TV Broadcast
facility, and Japan has a system under construction, There is some uncertainty
about the speed of implementation, since the East Block countries object to spill
over of the antenna patterns into their territories.
An estimate of direct TV broadcast channel requirements is shown in
Table 5--5. The world, total for the year 29(12 is 14Q direct TV broadcast channels.
5.6	 Aeronautical and Maritime Services "^
One commercial .maritime _system,. the 1VIARiSA.T System, is now i_n.
operation. The European. MAR.OTS System is planned far implementation, and
there is an international conference aimed. at the establishment of INMAI^.SA'I', an
international organisation far providing maritime satellite service, similar to
iI^TELSAT for fixed services. The charter of ^^TTELSA`I` permits it to provide
maritime communications services,. and INTEliSAT has From -time to time studied
	
►^
the possibility t^f providing such services.}
AER9SA.T was intended to provide experimental aeronautical sairellite
comsnunicati©ns servzce. It was intended as ^ .joint ^renture Qy CO1^iSAT General.
and ESA -, with some Canadian participation. in early 1 .977 this program was
indefinitely . deferred due to .leek oi: funding..
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Table 5-5
Direct TV Broadcast Services
^^
a#:
^^
3
ktegion 2002 29]02 2002 Direct TV
:^
GNP/Capp . Population GNP Broadcast
(Dollars) (Mill. } ($ Bill. } (Channels }
1
Group I
i
5
North America. 13,000 290 3,$00 10
Western Europe 9,800 4^J0 -3,900 30
USSR. 5,.800 340 1,980 20
EBStern Et^^pe 5,300 X25 660 5
Japan 9,.000 130 1,150 5
Total 1,285 11,5OQ 70
a
Group II
3
Latin America 1, 900 450 850 20 •^
Middle Easter 2,30.0 300 690 10 .:
China l., 0(30 1, 200 1, 210 5 ^
.Asia*'^	 - 5'TO 2,1t^0 1,2tI0 15 ^
Africa*^^ 500 500 250 15
Total 4,. 550 ^, 200 65
tither 2; 80fl lI'0 310 5
-;
World Total : 2,.700 6,000 1.6,000 140 -
^^
*Tneludes North Africa
*^E^cludes Japan and China
^^*E^ccludes South Africa and North Africa .:%
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In May 1977 Mr. Pritchard of Satellite Systems Engineering and Mr.
Stamminger of Fu^re Systems Incorporated completed a study of the technical and
economic aspects of combining maritime and aeronautical communications satellite 	 ^
services for the years 1985 to 2000.	 This study was prepared for the C}TP and
includes traffic estimates for the time frame through the year 2000.	 The same
traffic estimates will be used. far the present NASA study on Shuttle launch
requirements.
„I
As	 €^ starting point for' the generation of the	 maritime traffic's
rEquirements model, the traffic estimates developed by the IMCtI Panel of'' 3
Exgerts'^ was used. The - Panel of Experts had assumed that ships with aver 10,000
grt would prdvide mast of the market for ship terminals,	 It then estimated a
.number of paid minutes per ship per day and assumed that fhe busy hour traffic
would be twice . the average traffic for 330 days per. year. 	 The . number of voice
channels was then determined based on the Erlang statistics with 5 percent
^ probability of cell. blocking..
_^ The .study report for the CTP used the 1LMC() forecast far maritime
traffic through the early 1930's a;^d extended it to the year 2000 by assuming
growth rates of 10 percent, 15 percent and 20 percent. This traffic mode]. includes
. telephany and telegraphy as well as other Iow speed data. In addition, it is assumed-
^^' that requirements- for higher speed data transmission will develop .which are not
included 111 the voice/telegraphy data,.
	
This- :higher speed. data tran5inisslon
requirement will result largely from. the exploration for undersea minerals and-
-	 ^.- petroleum and from
	
the inclusion e^f off--shore platforms	 in the maritime
;;
^.
communications system.
fans example for this data transmission requirement is the "Brightspot"
	 -
^r
^^ .- technique of ocean floor mapping that is used to determine likely locations of oil.
At present, large amounts of data are recorded on tape far computer analysis some
^?
}^	 ,
weeks later°	It would be desirable to transmit fhis inforrciation via satellite to a
computer for. real time processing. With increasing shortages of natural resources,
`" we expect that ocean floor .exploration. will intensify over the next 2 decades.
— Accordingly, a data traffic modes has been generated, starting .with. 50,0. IcBps in
--^
1i
1.385 for tie Atlantic and growing at 15 percent per year.
3f
^.
^.
s.
r..^
u'
f '
^.'
,Z'
!r
t4';
A^
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Tine Pacific and Indian Ocean traffic requirements are generally about
half of these for' the .A.tlantic. 'I'z^affic is summarised in Table 5--6.
Table 5-6
Estimate for Voice- and Data Traffic for Maritime Communications
(Equivalent Voice Circuits - Year 2000)
Area	 Voice Circuits Data Traffic Total Equivalent
in Equivalent Voice Circuits
VO1Ce C1rCUitS
^itlantlC ^Cean
	 `^^^	 1.20	 ^^^
Indlan and ^aCIf1G
..Ocean, Eaeh
	
1^Q	 60	 1.80
;^
Aeronautical communicationns requirements. were - derived from. an
ARINC research report prepared far .the FAA. The report bases its traffic
forecast on "peak instantaneous aircraft in the gap (PIAG)" estimates. For 1975
the Atlantic PYAG was 150. The Year 2000 estimates range -from 250 to .360,
corresponding to annual growth rates of 2 to 3.6 percent.
'^ A Study of Communications Requirements for a ].985 to .2000 operational
	 _
^^
^lfferer^t ^altte$ of tra^ffac ara . found depertd it'^g; Ala ^h^ Qperatrztg
dasciplitte a^sed.
	 Fox the year ^©^^ Qstir^aate of ^ore[^ra3rd cd^artne^s {grotand to
aircraft) which are 'the ratbst d^rn^nding on spacccxaFt pa^wer F
 the estirr^ates range	 ^
from
	
6	 to f2	 cha^neis.	 Tice ^.3-vht^ttnel
	 estimate	 resu3ts	 fr^rn	 50-cai.Ied
'teartdiscipYirtea^ v+^ice^ r
 ^Ftzch is the most desiratle_ made a£ operation.
^^ IS ado pcasSible t^tat' S requtretrtQrtt will deVElop for pzzbliC ryOrreSpon-
dence ehanne3s on aircraft. ^.t present, the $erortautical frequency bs:nd ^eannot be
U5E?d for th1S type oi' service, but it is pOSSible that the IT1T frequency allocations
will be changed to permit ti3is rase. With present fregc^eney allocation rules, public
carrespandcnce traaffic from aircr^£t could be provided in the rnaritim9 frequency
bat^.d, but this. wcrttld result iri techraicai difficulties ca^ttsan
	 irtterferenare in rite
trtaritirrte systems due to ttae large power differences wiaich are rea^a^is°ed,
	 For 'this
reason, we here not incla^aried art e,tirnaate for pttbiic correspondence traffiw iaa our
model..
A suanmary of the ARfl^TC estimates is shQvsrrt in Table 5-^.
fY^`
ry
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Fear 206Q ^'raffic Estia;^a'tes ^y ^',.1t,INC
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SECTx^N 6
TECHNOL©GY DEVELGP'ME^T
^.1.	 General Areas oi° Development
The use of the Space Shuttle will provide much lower launch costs than
would result from .the use of e:onventionai launch vehicles. Xt Will be possible $o
design spacecraft with more r^^dundancy and higher reliability and with longer in-
arbit lifetimes. The longer ?ife ^^oupled with Tower launch costs and higher capacity
will redue.e annual costs per channel.
Ion engines will form the primary means of station-'keeping propu^ion.
Solar cell efficiencies will be increased, and the weight efficiency of power
generation equipment including solar cells, cover glass and back-up structure will
be increased from ].5 ^1T/kg to 35 l^Ikg. Nickel=hydrogen batteries will be used with
a storage capability of ^0 watt hours .per kg instead of present day nicitely-cadrniuirt.
batteries with 1^ watt hours per kg. ^'he increased weight efficiencies will permit
higher satellite EIRk^, which can be translated into lower cost earth station
antennas.
Advances Will. be made in baseband processing wYxich wilt per;nat
transmission of a given quality at fewer bits. At the same time there wilt be
advances in the Sow cost implementation of error control codes which permit
operation at Lower carrier to-noise ratios. A^i improvement of 5 d^ will be
practical in each of 'these two areas. This will be important especially for mobile
transmission applications..
`6.2
	 Multi^tream Satellite-Sw3tebed TDMA Systems
The mayor advance in technology which will have a great impact on
future domestic satellite systems gill be the use of high--speed satellite-switched
`fI}11lA - with multiple spofi beam antennas.
J
4Q
Ta meet the traffic requirements of the year 2DD2 and still leave-room
for growth it will be desirable to illuminate the coverage area of a given domestic
flr regional system by multiple spoil beams.
9Ai1t
IVlultiple spat beams offer the following advantages:
Multiple spat beams permit frequency re-use
Spot beams increase-the satellite transmit E1RP and receive ^G/T.
Interference frorr3 adjacent beam sidelabes will make operation at
low C/N ratios desirable= perhaps calling for rate 7/8 or rate ^/4
error eQding, which reduces C/N requirements by 3 and 4 dB
respectively, relative to encoded transmissions. These . low opera-
ting C/N ratios vrill also make the system less sensitise to
interference from adjacent satellites, thus permitting srnal3er
satellite separations.
;spot beams make the system less sensitive to interference from
terrestrial sources.. The reduced Earth station transmit- EIRP:
reduces interference into other systems.
Satellite-switched TDMA provides a flexible means of interconnecting
multiple spot beams. With 4-phase PSK, 8 percent guard bands between TD1VA.
Barriers, 8 .percent frame efficiency and rate 7/S codingg the useful carnmunica-
tions bit rate for each 500 Nlliz band is 64D MBps. With 6^ kl3ps PCM this results in
a capacity of 1U,OD0 one--way channels per 5Ufl MHz frequency hand,. With six times
frequency re-use, the k-band capacity of a single satellite is 6D,DD0 channels. The
practical usable capacity is ^®,DUO channels.
6.2	 Systems Operating By The Year 2DU2
6.2,1
	 1'iigYt Densit lR.outes.
High density routes will be served by .satellites operating in the 18/3U
GHQ bands vrith space diversity to reduce propagation outages and satellite
d^trersity tc avoid Sun outages.
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'The total bandwidth of 2,500 M^'z wi31 be re-Used perhaps six times.
Considering .practical traffic distributions, some beams will saturate earlier than
others, and the usable bandwidth wi]l be about l0,OQ0 MHz. The corresponding
usable capacity is 200 9000 one-way channels. This co •^re^por^ds to 2i^0 equivalent C-
band transponders as postulated in the traffic model in Section 2.
6.2.2	 Medibrn and Low density F.outes
t
Satellites at these fregtteneies will - also employ nioltiple -spot bear.^s for
area coverage. For medium density routes sateIlite^^vitched TI]MA will. lie
employed, and for lour density routes fibers will be a trade-off between satellite-
switched TDMA and SCPC. The latter is cheaper to implement on the ground but
i	 imposes s. greater beam distrib^.^i:ion problem on the sat^lliteo The usable capacity
is 40,fl00 channels per satellite.
ii.
These satellites will also provide C-band transmission with t ►^ider area
^:
coverage with asingle--shaped, beam. The C-band. will be used for multi-^estxnation
traffic, such as T^ distribution. In developed countries, currently established earth
stations at C--band will continue to operate at these frequencies; new stations will
"^	 become progressively more difficult to implemert because of frequency coordin8
I^{r
^ 	 Lion difficulties.
LI
^^	 6.2.E	 C-band Satellites
^^ w
	C-b&nd satellites will.. be used primarily is developing countries in
^e
tropical zones where li-band transmission outages without diversity would. be
objectionatale. The se.^eilites vvi11 use multiple transponders, but probably wider
than the present 36 Mi^z. They gill be used with SCPG for- light route dcmand-
assigned traffic and: with TDM.I^ and DSl for rr€edium density routes. The capacity
^'	 is 1.0,000 one-way channels per beam without i3SI and correspondingly higher when
(	 13SI is used. dual polarization can double this capacity.I--
^^	 _	
^2
^:
L.:
A single satellite may p^avide several spot beams to widely separated. 	 ^
areas. This will be efficient and cost effective, but it may be difficult tt^
implement because of ownershkp and control problems. Ft will be an .obvious
soleatiar^ far those eases -where 33^'TELSAT will furnish transponder lease services. 	 ,y
Eaeh^beam can have the above-mentioned capacity.
6.2.E	 TV Broadcast Satellites
^^
TV broadC^St satelllte5 WI II operate at K-band ar^d at 2.^ GHQ. The
farmer will be preferred where large numbers of channels are r^guired; the latter
will be used by developing countries where the simpler receiver is important. .^
single l^-band broadcast sa#ellite will typically have a capacity of abr^ut 20 TV
channels.
fi.2.6	 Video, Conferencing Satellites-
^:
.	
-	 ^
	
'	 Video conferencing sat¢llites will be specially designed far. high
capacity. They wiIl operate in the 1.8/30 GHz fregcaaney bs.nds in the developed.
	
^,	 country pones, where traffic requirements are especially high and where the
	 ^
	
}^	 temperate rain climate makes the rain attenuation at fihese frequencies acceptable. 	 ^'
They ^nrill also operate at 12/14 CrH^ and at 4/s GHz for lesser traffic regr^irements
and far higher continuity of service in areas of tropical rain.
^_
A detailed description of a video eonferencing satellite system is given
in Annex C tc^ this- report.-
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SE^Ti^N fi
T.IIE INTELSAT S3'^TENI
s
fi.^	 I^istarical data
The INTELSAT Syster^t 1;as been in oper^ticn since the Iau^^ch of Early
Bird in April T965, aver ^2 years ago. Because. of this extensive history it is
reasanable to use. histaricax data for f4ae predictian of future launch requirements..
^. substantial planning- effort. , is underway at INTELSAT far the
prediction of future. traffic. and far estimates of future;launch reghirements. Even
	
ff	 though INTELSAT V is nat sehed^led for launch until 19'9, there. are alz^eady pl.atZS
far an INTELSAT VI generation. however, at this stage TNTELSAT^s plans ai^e
	
•	 confidential, and we have therefore based assu gnptians for future launches on
L_:
published information and on an extrapolation of -past data.
°,.
	
:_	 ^
To date, INTELSAT has. attempted the launch of 24 satellites.... ^C}f these
	
'^"	 launch attempts there mere three launch vehicle failures and two apogee rnotar
	
"^	 failures. A total of ^9 satellites were suecessfully injected intci orbit. iViore
	 .
	
^^	 detailed information on the history of the INTEL SAT satellites is shown in Annex:,
	
^.^	 of this repar^.
	
^^ !	 Table `^ ^ shows the. distribution f3^ launches a4'e^° ^IPl2e. An analysis Of
^~^-
the information in this -Table shaves -that the ^4 launch attempts aver 1^^ years
averaged at ^..9 haunch attempts per :year. Furthermore, tlae' launch frequency was
higher in the first ^-year period than iii the. subsequent period. Ear the first &years
	
` ^ ^	 the la^t^.ches averaged 2.2 per year, and this figure-dropped to j..7 for the second
^:
period.
^..
	^ ''	 The reason for the higher lauz►ch :^ equency in the earlier years is 'she
	
• ^-_	 shorter lifetime of i'he ea€Mier satellites. The average lifetimes of the INTELSAT
r	
-series are as sl^o^n in Table fi-Z,
^.^,
	
},	
-
^^
",
_.^	 .	 _	 ,.0 .^
Teble 7--1
II^T^LSAT Launches Versus Time
3
Year l^Tumber of Launch
Laa^n^hes Vehi^l,e
^^ ^. Thnr Delta
^6 ^. Thar Delta
i
67 3 `l'hor Delta
88 2 Thor Delta
^, 89 3 Thnr Delta
^0 3 Thor Delta
^..
s 71 2 Atlas . Centat^ ^
^.
7^ 3 Atlas Centaur ,	 ^
`^- 73 3. A.^tlas Centaur
74 1. Atlas Centaue
,^<, 75 2 Atlas Centaur
?6 1 Atlas. Centaur
3
77 (rnid ^eai } Y Atlas Centaur `	 ^^
^`
1
Total 2^
^^
_ Average ^. e ^ der dear
^' .
_
r
^
L^
.^
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aTable 7-2	 ^^^
w
Average Lifetimes of the INTELS.c^T Series
	 ^
i
Satellite Type	 Design lire	 ^etual lafe
in Years	 in Years
^^/3	 ^I^TTFLS^4'l' ^/II	 ^.1
xIeTTELSAT l[l	 ^	 3.0
	 ^
I^dTELSAT IV
	 7	 7.0
^? ii^T'l`^"x_:^AT i^` is considerably more complex than INTELSATS iV and IV
' ^, and- it is also designed for- a 7--year life.
	
Longer life than ^ yeaars is not
considered to be ^rery useful, since t^°affar grows so .tluickly end technology changes. 	 i
^ 5atelllt^ prograrr^ i^ecome5 obs olete after ^-? years, even if the satellite lifetime
is longer.	 For- this reasons we have, assumed that II^'TELS^.T will evntinue to Work
with	 -yea= mean rilission Cycles for the rest of tha5 century.	 ,^
3
^-^ 7.2	 Future INTELSAT.System Configurations
^;, The ll`TTELSA'I` Systems eancep^ started witih a single operating satellite
,! in earn- ocean area, et^.ch protected by an ^-orbit Spare. 	 lrJhen the tzme arrived
where. a Bangle satellite could not carry the entire traffic of the Atlantic Ocean
^:,
f' area, a system with two operating satellites was implemented.. 	 In .:order to
_,
-	 rninima^e regtaarements for second antennas, only earth stations with large traffic
^°' requareriients were assigned traffic in the second satellite, thus the name 'rl^ajar
-' Path" satellite. Full connectivity between all countries was maztztained through the
^
lA
"Primary" satellite.
^.
.
^^
;^	 ..
^
,.T
,.
'#
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aFor the next 25 years; there ^^^ill be a miniin^arii of th^es operating
satellites and one sgace in the ^ltlantie area, two operating and one spare in the '
Indian Ccean eras., and ane operating with one spare satellite in the Pacific area.
In addition, , there will be specaal trarasp©nder base satellites in the Atlantic and -
. Indzan ©cean areas, .although with increased sate^.ite reliability same of the
transg^onder lease traffie will be carried_ on ^^ spare satellitesa Tab3.e 7-3 lists the
Gauntries whir^h l^as^ INTFLSAT transponders.
Table 7-3
Countries Which Leas4 Il^7TEL^AT Transponders
Transponder Lease in service` 	 Algeria
Brasil5	
Malaysia
Nigeria:
-	 I^orv^ray
Sgain
Nigeria-
France
Saudi Arabia
Sudan
'i'ransgo^ader-Lease Apgroved But	 Zaire
l^tot Yet lm Ser^►ice	 Colombia
Chile
India,
Transpbniier lease Planned But 	 Philippines
Not '^'et Approved	 Oman
ITganda
Mauritania
^7
^^t^rd	 . ,.
	
.:,:
	
,:...r
^e consider it Timely that INTELSAT vtiTT provide greatly increased
i
transponder lase ser^ ►ices in the future. However, to the extent that 3NTELSAT
. prOVid('S SUCK SerVicES, they Wi1T reduce the tI°&ffiC estamate5 far' the domestic and
regiana7. s 7^stems shown in Section 5 of this report. 	 Since II^TEL^.A.T has- not
announced ^ poTicy decasion in this regard, no special satellites far transponder
lease service gilt be included in the la^neh ^nadel,
Tt is aTsa possible that TNTELSAT will provide. maritaFne eommunicataans
satellite services lit the future..	 To the extent that .this is tI^e-case, the traffic
estiFnates far maritxm^ traffic. in Section 5 will be reduced. • 	 Again; since.
TN'T'ELS^ T ha.s .not announced _any poTiey ^taith respect tc^ maritime..-traffic, na
.special sateTites have been included. in the T^TELSAT Taunch :model.
7.3	 InternataanaT VadQo Confereneing SatE^ite	 j
International video canferencing wall became an important aspect of
-	 -
future T^TELSAT business. This is the opinion of FST and not necessarily that of
TNTELSA:T.	 i^Te believe that INTELSAT wiL implement. an international vide-
confereneing system lased 'on special purpose ;high capacity s€^telLtes,. 	 IrYe have
included such satellites in the. Taunoh schedule..
'.
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SECTION 8
DOMESTIC AND REGIONAL SYSTEMS
8.1
	
Historic Development of Domestic ,Systems.
Table 8^1 shows the de^relopment of domestic satellite communications
systen3s. The first system was the Telesat System of Canada which became
operational, in 1.972. It was followed by Western tTnion's Westar System in 1.97.
Two systems- were indroduced in 197, RCA fs Satcom and Russia°s Statsionar
System. They were followed by two more systems in 1975, COMSAT^s Comstar
System and the Indonesian System, A total of six systems with 15 satellites in orbit
were introduced in a time span of ^ years.
In addition, during the list 2 7^ears 11 countries started. operation of
domestic satellite communications on transponders leased from INTELSAT. -Four
more countries have their transponder lease already approved, and four additional
countries are .planning to lease INTELSAT transponders. These countries are listed
in Table 7--3.
In total, 16 separate systems have started domestic satellite communi-
cations during the past 5 years.
Figure 8-1 is a plot of the development of separate domestic satellite
systems anti of the number of countries which lease INTELSAT transponders. : The
trendlines show that new systems have been int^eaduced at the rate of approximate-
1y one per year; and that countries have started to Lease INTELSAT transpo^xders at
approximately five per year.
Figure 8-2 . shows the number of transponders which. were placed into
orbit for nse in domestic coinmunieations satellite systems. Over a period of 5
years, approximately 200 transponders were placed in orbit, and aceordi^ig to
reports from Hughes and. RG9, none- of them-have failed yet. (Information an
possible fai^ua^es of transponders in the Statsionar System was not available.) The
overall growth of domestic corr^munications satellites 'transponders in orbit is about
40.per year°-
^,_-^
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n1 sole 8--1
^"	 Devela^mnnt of Damestie Satellite Systems
System Date a^ 1^T^tmber of
^°1r5t s^.'8.tev.1$e5
Operat^an in Orbit
Telesa.t -- Anik i^'^2 3
Western LTnzon - Wests.i• X974 Z
1'ti^A - Sateom 175 2
^^551& :' -^^atSlanar ^.^ t 5
Indonesia '^° 7 B 2
C®MEAT - Carastar ^9^fi 2
Total: fi ^pstems and ^^ Satellites
^:
^_
s.2	 Systems in Operation by' Year X002
i
_	 Table S^-2 Ii5t5 dameSil{: and regional SB.tell^te Sy5teIL25 W}11Ch will
"^'	 ^	 probably Ue in operation by the year 20}2. This sammaxy taoTe shows a ^EotaX of 67
^^^.	 systems, bra^e^ dojvn as shown in Table 8--3,
r-=
,I
Table 8-2
Domestic and Regional Satellite Systems Summary
^M1?'orld Region TotalCountry or Operating Communi-- Video TV
Entity cations Comer- Broadcast Systems
Satellite encing System
System System
North ^meriea 9
Canada ^ K ^
RC1^ X
.	 ^	 ^
^' Western Union X
AT&T ^
SBS ^
Videosat Corporation ^
Public Broadcasting X
Western Europe 6
ES^i/PTTrs -^ l^.egional X X
EBU - ^#,egional X	 '
I+rordic Countrses - regional ^ X
Denmark K
I^SSR Statsionar -- l^,egional X ^ X 3
Eastern Europa Regional X ^ K 3
^apar^ ^ ^ ^ ^	 ^3
i	
•'
1,
_	
_.
r-^^^:^o
	
r.:_^ ^.^__a
	 c^	 c..^:.^.;^..x	 :uw:.x
,2	 ^	 -	
_	 -	 7
r, ..^...:.^
	 C.,._:---.^d	 r.^__.. }	 r_...,:_::.^	 c -_._ :	 ^	 I:.	 .....	
^,-^	 ..	 5	 .	 -^	 y
_	 .^a
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:. ,. Table 8--2, Continued
Do^^estic^ and Re iona3. Safiellite Systems Summary
a
Warlr^ ^.egion Ca^ntry ar Operafiing 	 Communion-- video Con- TV Total
^^tifiy	 flans Satellite fer^ncing ^raadcast Systems
i'
,;
System System System
.	 Latin America 8
^^^: Brasil	 X K
Colombia	 ^
r ^ Chile/Argentina	 ^
i I^eg^,anal
	 X K X
9 Mexico/Caribbean	 X
Mado.4 •S Easfi 2
Regional Arabsat	 ^ ^ K
Iran	 X
Saudi Arabia	 K
Algeria	 K
Lybia	 ^
f
Ching X K K 3
,^
_	
.:- A^
:: _
_ "^„,
xx^
x
x
x
itf6
x
x
_.	
.,	
,.:,
^:.^^
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Table ^-2, Confintaed
Damestic and Regions Satellite Systems Summary
i
#	 -
^?orld E,egion.	 Country ox ^lperafing	 Communica-- TofalVideo Con- TV
Enfity	 Lions Safellit^ fsreneing Broadcast ,Systems
System System System
i,
Asia ^1
r	 India	 x ^
'	 ^Ild©ne51A	 x ^
PhiIi	 ones	 x
^	 P^^
Pakistan
	
X
^8^,'i432]^.Z	 x x
f	 Tf^sila.nd	 X
F,	
_ ,	 _._.
	 ,
.	
;}
Table ^=2, COritlnued
Domestic and Regional Satellite. Systems Summa
j;
_;
V^o^Id Regirin	 Country or Operating	 Commu^ica^ Totalvideo Con- TV
Entity	 Lions Satellite ferencing Proadeast Systems
.
;—
System System
--
System
---
`'° Other 6
p
^^^ Australia	 X X
South Africa	 A
^	 South Pacific _Regional	 X X
x.
New .Zealand	 X
^-
Total	 38 12 17 67
+.
r
r,
..	 t
_
,^ -- -	 -- -	 ._^	 -
` ^ ^Table 8-8
5
Satellite S^Stems Distribution
•
^i
-^
Gommunications S^.t^llite Systems
^.egiona^	 ^8
.^
Domestic
.
	28
Total 3^
,^
Video Confereneing Systems
Regional -
	^
Domestic	 5
Total I^	 ;_^^
T`J Ernadcasting .Systems
Regional.	 9
`^' Domestic	 8
^^. Total ^:7
^.
n; Grand To'^al fi7
L.
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R1.^
4:^
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a
from e^gerience we Know that all eountries have the desire to control
and own the teleeomrhunications facilities which they use.	 phis has led cotintrie^
•'^nde£easibieto purchase	 rights. of vwnership'^ in snbrnarine cables and, INTELSAT	 - j
earth stations.	 gNTELSA'L` member countries :are .also :ehtatled to ownership , cif a
f share of the. lN`TIJLSAT System, the .exact arnatant depending o:i the degree o£
utilization.
	
At present,	 lease of" a pre-^emptable	 transpander _for _domestic
L'OmnlL^niCatlan^ SerVlceS dpe5 not er^t^tle a country to pr(5-rata fl11VIlEr51]lp In th0	 -
TNTELS^T System. Therefore, sue eacpegt that the fol?owing trend will davelcap^
:.^. ^
Countries .will ^n^.^ially " lease 1LaTELSA7[' ..:transponders .. : tp develop a
domestic system.	 As their. traffic grows9 there. will be a. point in tune where it
ll : becomes economically possible to svaiteh to a dedicated satellite - system. At this
point mangy countries will. choose to rnp^enient their own system.
	
Under present	 ^
arrangements, the JfI^TELSAT antenna beams are generally not well.- zratched to
^npst countries domestic i°eq^zirements, and the lease casks are Y^igher than. the cost
"
^f awning a dedicated .system when a country has enough traffic to fill 8 to l2 	 i
^_
transponders.
f^.	
^ ^ YNTELrSA`I' decides to pursue damestlG and reglanal traffic iz] a
+'""' bu5ine5$:li^r{e manner, it i5 Clear that INTELSAT Will be In 8 po5ltlan to praVYde Very
^:
S
efficient service at a lower cost than vaould resu^.t from ow^iership .of a dedicated :	^
^, system.. This is the -case for- all but the. largest systems,: where INT^ELS.P^T c®uld not
^_	 ; offer ..much. of an ,:ad^iantage due to economies .of scale. 	 for many ;small aad	 ^
medium sire systems,. INTELSAT could design . more efficient configurations by	 s
employing i'r€^quency re-use with multiple_ spot beams end by sharing of _spare-
_	 i^	 :
satellites. For example, the same satellite'could provide darn^stic coverage for az^
^_
1
African` and a South American country by using separate antenna, k^eatrs operating
in the- same frequency bands. Such a dual ser^iee satellite is : certainly ghE^per thin
-,
^.	 ^
two separate satellites.
	
^Iovvever, outside 1NTESLAT it would be very difficult, if
"	 ^=- not impossible, .for the - two countries tc^ procure and maintain a joint system. ' In
^, sumrr;ary, 1NTELSAT' could ca4$ure a^ad retain a substantial: p^rtian`of the ^omestie
^ and regional satellite. systems. traffic._ 	 ffiowever, since- INTI^LSA'i~ has. -not 3^et
- announced a policy to indicate that this ; course of action will be pursued, we have 	 ^
.; not included -any of the new domestic and regional traffic. in the INTELSAT ,System
y.
"
and have ir:stead assumed all .
 separate systems.
	 _	
l
tiu -
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;,
^i
^.
^
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^
_.
^-	 ,.^
5^
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.The .INTTI,SAT agreements contain certain ciakses concerning the- .
establishment of regions]. systems by ^NT]EI,SAT membe	 countries.	 In summary,	 i.	 ^
such systerras are not .permitted if their imple^n^ntation would cause IT^T^LSAT
substantial eca^nom.ie harm. Therefore, the INT^^T,SA^' members who intend tv build
regional systems generally take tl^e P®sitian - that their a°egional system is intended
for traffic that wcsuld otherwise riot be carried on sat^:liites at all, or. that the
percent of traffic that will; b^: di^rerted from the II^TELSI^T System is so srsasIl that
it will not esnse substantial econorrzic harm.	 It is generally e^paeted tkaat in the
long rain the INT^LSAT agreements Mill not_ prevent .the estabiishrnent of regional.
systems.	 ^
- Technology advances favor the economies of establishing domestic and
regional satellite cor^mm^nications systems. The advent . of tYie Spaee`Shuttle is one
key element of reduced satellite systems costs. Reduction of mini.-evr^nputer hosts
reduGeS the costs of satellite in-orbit maintenance.	 Quantity production, which.
wiIl start in a few years, vsrill reduce satellite casts.
National ride wilt la	 a si	 ificant role in a cauntr ^s decision to own^	 ^. ^	 ^	 ^
its 4Wn syStema We expect the development of the .domestic satellite ccsmanunics.- 	 j
tions _systems to follow - the same trend as the development :of a.irlinesa 	 Thy	 a
3
Internatzanal Air. Travel Guide lists over 300 airlines, a large percentage- of them
	
,p
flying internati6nal routes.
$.3	 .ate of Systems - Implementation -
^:
While it is relativeT.y easy to predict,systems which will. be-operational
in 25 years, we consider it irngractical to attempt a prediction as to the exact time:
,.,-
` at which any given system grill be implemented. Fortunately, far .the purpose of
^-: gredictir^g Space Shuttle flight requirements, it is adequate to predict the rate atr
which systems will_be implemented,
^.0 ^t shozald be noted thafi the introduction ,of: each:- new system is not
statistically irtde^endent from any of the other systems.
	 In fact, we expect a
^~
^^
bunching effect,. where other cottn^ries follezw the le^cl ca£ their neighbors which will
,speed up the process: of systems intrc^^uetion.
^„
,l
^,.,
50
th seedC^owdang of the equatorial arc wall further contrabute to  p y
introduction of systems. Countries ^^viii tend to implement . a system e^^lier in order	 -
to reserve. for `themselves one ^r more slo;i.S In the equatorial arc.
. The estimate of the rate of systems impleaneritation is given in Figure
8-3. In .the mid 70Ts systems were. introduced . at the rate of two.- per year. Now
there is a temporary pause in systems impiementatian, as many counties opted to
start their system via the lease of INTELSA.T transponders. 	 ^
_^
Although oTS is iabeAed as an exp,.rimental program, ^t is intended to 	 ^
be the forerunner of L^^, and we consider it to be the start' of the Furcpean
	
!	 regional. system. `l.'wa Japanese systems will also become operational before 198D.
None of the other ^oi3dw-on systems are under contract. as yet, buti the following
^.
entities-are planning tb have_systems operating around ^'^81s
^.;,
	
^	 SBS
^?^,
India
	
ri:.	 Arabss.t	 ;^^^
Colombia
	.^^	 A^^.TA
	
--
From. 1r9^2 an we expect systems to grow at about four per year,
roti
^:.
tapering off to about ®ne per year at the end o^ the study period.- ^e expect that
the systems i^nplementatiora_ curve will saturate around 7^ systems, Table 8-^ Iists
	
^'	 the number of new systems to become operational in each of .the.
 years past:198^.
^:.
-	
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^::
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^.:,
,^,
^^v
,^;,
,,,,
t^
;^
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Tt^ble 8--4
Tots.. Dames^ic and Re^ona^
Satellite S sfems Irt O erafiion
^.
Year ,Jnd
r
.Dotal Systems Systems ^
In .Operation fi.dded
During
The, . Year.
^98^. 12 3
82 16 ^
83 -	 ^f# ^
84	 _ 2^ 4
8S 28 4 _^^^
^^
86 3^ ^{
87 36 g
`
88 39 3
.	 ^xy
^ 9 43 4
7
^^: 1990: 46 3 x
^-- 91 49 3
92 5:2 3
94 ^7 3
^^
`9 ^
.- ,
96. fit 2
97 , 62 ^:
::
98 ^3 1 ^
2000 S5 a
20Q1 6S ^- ^L
2002 87 1
_.
tl
^.	 _
_
fit
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. SEC^'ICN 9
EXPENDABLE ]LAUNCH VEIIICI ►ES	 ^
..
'l'he Space .Shuttle wil3. be less. expensive and more readily available than
expendable launch vehicles and will Therefore be €used for the majority of launches
of communications- satellites. 	 To prepare an estimate of Shuttle flight require-
_ meats, it .will be necessary to identify those programs which will not or may not
make use of the Shuttle.
. Within NASA we expect that expendable launch vehicles will be phased
out quickly after the first Shuttle flights are reliably available, and the Shuttle will
thereafter be used exclusively for the launch of communications satellites. 	 The
rate at -which the Delta and the Atlas Centaur vehicles will. be phased out is being 	 ^
f:1 determined by NASA. 	 For the parpose of this study we have assumed that all
N.A5^4 launches from 1981 on - will use the Shuttle.
^'he development of a launch vehicle capable cif injecting a communica°
^' tuns satellite reliably into synchronous transfer omit is a lengthy and expensive
-	 ..
'°-
.P
program.	 li'or this reason we do not expect any new entries into this field for the 	 ,
remaa^^der of this. century,
	 ',
^:. f
;
.
^, We expect that all satellites for the USSR and for Eastern Europe will
be launched by Russia.
^-;
Arians -will not be competitvQ; yvith The Shuttle with respect to price,
availability and reliability.
	
Nevertheless, France will. probably ia^sist on the use of
'^
^.	 F
Arians on any program that is controlled by .Francs.. 	 Cn others,. prance may
-
.
_.^ decide to . subsidize the launch in some form in order to get Arians used.	 Arians
could. thus. be competition to the Shuttle an the follo;raing programse
L ^. ^	 ^	 -	 -	 -
^^ Any of the ESA programs	 -
^'^. African. programs. where France. may offer a complete :package
eGnsisting of spacecraft, launch. vehicle 8ncl' - earth stations
^"
^^.
63
^, ^
7
.
a
i
^	 We expect that Ariane will be used an some communications sat^Ilite
-launches, trot this will not have a malar impact on the Shuttle flight rec^ui^ements.
In our satellite systems model we have not included" any programs which are
controlled by France, and therefore we cannot identifv s^secific programs which
,^
be launched	 ArianE. However, to bewill	 on	 conservative, we have. assumed that 2a
percent of the European corninunications satellite launches will use Ariane.
Japan has developed the PT rocket and'NASA has transferred technology
to Japan for .the; construction of aka earlier version of .the- Thor .Delta; ^apanrs first
generation communications satellites will all be ?aunched by NASA on the Delta,
but some ?ater satellites will undoubtedly be launched by Japanese launch vehicles.
Their weight capability will: remain to .be limited for some. time; and therefore all
larger Japanese satellites will be launched by the. Shuttle.
	 We have assumed :that
" 50 .percent of the Japanese satellites wiL ba launched vn the Shuttle.- We-have also:...
assumed that Japanese launch vehicles will not be used for any non-Japanese
systems,
4
.
_
China will have substantial requirements for cornmunicativns satellite
v
t
-launches. We do not believe that China : will have its own launch vehicles capable of
launching high capacity satellites _into synchronous -
 orbit.	 China has in - the past {
purchased earth stations for operation in the INTFLSAT System from the USIA. It
is therefore possible that China wc+a^Id ha^'e some - of its satellites launched by
l^I^iSA.	 For the purpose of this study, we have assumed that. 50 percent of the ;
,^,	 _ Chinese communicatia^rs satellites will be launched on the Shuttle.
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SECTION I0
. SATELLITES IN ORBIT BY THE YEAR 2002
In this section the Traffic. Forecasts . of Section 5, the Technology
Forecasts of Section 6, and the Systems Forecasts of Sections 7 and 8 are combined
onto a model. of in--orbit satellites for tI^ie year 2002.
1U.1	 i^TTELSAT, Maritirne and Aeronautical Services
INTELSAT ^T will. be introduced in x.979 to 1980, INTELSAT VI will	 _^
follow in the rnid 80^s and INTELSAT Vll in the mia 9O ts. -From IN'I'ELSAT VI on,
each sai:ellite launch will,. exceed. the capability or the Atlas Centaur class,, and we
	
s
have assumed that the IY7S (or later equivalent). will be used.. The totals shown
ihclttde spares in orbit.
`.,
.Aeronautical and maritime . requirements are. relatively modest and can
r : be sat?^fied with the Delta. class satellites.	 The _system could be operated. by
-
^
COMSAT General, Inmarsat or INTELSAT. 	 Each. ocean area requires three
-	 i
satellites, two operating satellites for position determination and one sparee
Table 1D-1 lists the inrorbit requirements for INTELSAT
	
for_ and
$aeronautical and maritime communications.
,^,
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Table x0 1.
In-Orbit Requitremen'^s in the Year 2002 for
IIVTELSAT, Maritime and Aeronautical Services
m
:_,_ Satellite Si^e'^
System Ocean	 ^,.	 B C 4
s
,^
,_
,,., IN'TELSAT Atlantic	 Corramunications 4 ^.
^^	 ^ Video Conferencing 2
=^
Pacific	 Co^nrnuriications	 : 2
fi-- Video_ Conferencing. 2
3
lridian	 Communications 3 ^
Video Conferencing 2
Maritime .and Atlantic..	 3 '^
Aeronautical s
Pacific	 ^
Indian	 3 j
'1.`
Total Number o^ Satellites	 9	 _ l.5
`^
^.:: i
_
l^ :
'^A ^ Delta ^^ui^ ►alent, B W Atlas. Centaur a uivalent, C ^ IUS a uilalent ,'
^^
^
"^,
^:
,;-
^^
^•
r
', 66
^7
.^
A
fj
9
!II
1
w ^
xQ.2	 l^amestic and Regional Cammunications Services
-	
^
Re^uire^ne^ats 
€or the ^^^^ and €or Eastern Europe are not included
since these satellites will ba la^ariched by the IJ^SR..
Table IQ-2 shows the number a€ satellites reg?aired in orbit to satisfy
	 w
the tra€€ic €orecsst €or the ^rariaus systems.. Shares ire orbit are ancluded, but zt as
	 s
assumed that the spare sstellites will also carry tra y
€ie. Table 1a--3 summaries
the total satellite requirements €ar each of the. regions. A tatal a€ 89 satellites is
required in orbit.
	
a
d
^.	
,
..
:^
-	 •4
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Table ^ Q-^
In-Crbit Requirements in the Year 2Q p2 for
•	 Domestic and Regional Services
Region	 Traffic	 Systems	 Average	 Satellite
Traffics Szze^"^
Per	 A B C
S;^stem
North America	 '765	 X50
Canada ^
RCA Sateom 3
western Union 3
AT&T ^
SBS 3
,1.,
.._	 . Western Europe	 6fi^	 -
E5A/PTT's ^
Nordic Countries ^
Denmark	 2
^.,;, ^'apan	 X25 4
^,^,
TOtal Number- of Satellites 	 ^ ^.^ ^.^. ^
-	 ^ 'Traffic is given in number of reference transponders with a capacity cif ^,0^0 one-way
channels.
'^^A = Delta r ^uivalent, B =Atlas Centaur equivalent; C =175 equivaTen# ^,^.
^._
r
`N
u
^,
68
,^
,,
^^
__._-^---- --.-...-------	 ._...,...x_.	 .-,.
Table 7.Q-2, Continued
In-Orbit Requirements in the Year 2Q^2 far
Dmmestic and l3.egional Services ^	 .
Region	 Traffic	 Systems	 Average_ Satellite	 ''
Traffic* Size^x*
. Per A B	 C
-^- Syster,^
i,atin Ameriea	 29Q	 6^
l3ra^il g	 ,.3
Colombia 2
;^ Chile/Argentina ^ 3
E.e^ionai 3
.^-,
i
l^Iexico/Caribbean 2
-
°- N1ic?dle East*^"^	 23^	 46
r Regivnai Arabsat 3
Iran 2
^u: Saudi Arabia 2
Algeria
^
f - Lybia 2
^i :,
.,,,,
China	 35a 4
;'
^^
l^	 4Total ATumber o^ Satellites iU
*Traffic is given in number of reference transponders with a capacity of Ig000 one-way{„
channels:
4 :.
^^A = Uelta equivalent, B ^ Atlas Centaur equivalent, C = yUS equivalent
+^
^.
^*Includes North Afric$`
,3
}
;^
aTa1^le 1.0-2, Continued
ln-Crbii^ ^.equirements in the dear 2fl02
Bomestic and Regional. 4eryic^s
h
^	 - 	
-
Region
	
Traffic
	
System	 Average	 ' ^ Sat^liite
Tr^ fic* 53Z^*^
-
.	
er	 A C
^ystem`
Asia'x**	 3ii0	 -	 5U
Tndig
^Ind6nesia ^
Philippines	 2
Pa^CAStail
Regional 2
Thailand	 ^
.
Malag^sia
	
2
-
'
Africa**^`^	 85	 x7
,:	 , Nigeria	 2
l3.egianall
	
2
^_ R.^gionsl. II	 2
Zaire
	
2
^:
Sudan
	
2
©ther	 9^	 2^
.. Australia	 2
South Africa	 ^
South Pacific	 2
^;^ Neva Zealand	 2
-
^.
Total Number of Satellites	 26 6
^^ .
^`Traffie is given in numfi^er a^f reference transponders with a capacity ofry-,
^;
x,^QO ona_way channel,
-' ^`^A =belts. equivalent, B =Atlas Centaur equivalant, C = IZ3S equivalent
'^'
_	
^^*E^cludes ^'apan and china 	 -
^ :.
` 'x:x*^ExcludES South.Africa and North l^.fxica
{^^
^.{
^	 .
^...
.'	 R
^
'
`	 '
• '.	 y
..	
_
`	
,
i^' 1
°I'S9^lE lrQ^3
^3
Total 1^dUmber Of. COIIIint.[Illcat10I15 ^atellite5
.^` L	
^ea^ ^^Q2
^.BgIOn	 Satelli$e
Size's
^	 $ C.
Nflrth America.	 ^^ 7
western Europe	 2	 2 4 .
rn
Japan	 ^
.^..
Latin A,.merica	 4	 9
:,
^ Middle East**	 6	 5
`'	 '
China 4
,,,, Asia^'^^`	 g	 ^
^^
^: Africa**^^	 LQ
,^:, Others	 8
^.
Total. Number
A
^^,
^: of Satellites	 38	 36 3.5
",, *A =Delta equivalent, B =Atlas Centaur eq^zivalen4,
^, C = ITJ^ equipment
^,;;
^.
**Includes North Africa
^:: **Excludes. Japan and Chin
^^'^*Excludes South Africa and .North Africa
..
+,
^.;
^,
-	 rr-:
71
4: .
Table 10-4`	
In-Crbit Requirements fvr
. Video. Conferencing satellites
Year 2002
,'^
Region	 Traffics	 Systems	 .Average	 satellite
`	
Traffic	 ^	 5ize**
Per	 A	 B Cj
System
,
North ..America	 38
Canada 2
Videosat core. 4	 .
'	 , Western Europe	 39	 ESA/PTT's 5
l;
Japan
	
12 2
^,-,
Latin America	 9	 Regional , 2
^a^ 1Vliadle East*'^	 7	 Arabsat 2:
^:, China
	 1Z 2
^,
^_ Asia**^`*
yyyyyy
	12	 Regional 2
K..e
;i`
Mri!+f^TTAfrica	 3	 Regional 1
4.:^
^^:
Other	 ^	 .ALlstralia	 - 1
is
^^
Total Number of Satellites
;
23
^^
^^ .,, '
'Traffic is ex^ressecl in baits of 1,004 two-way video circuits
^l..
^-
^^:A = Delta a uz^iai^nt B = At],as : Centaur a uivalent C = ^l^7^ e uiva?ent4	 ^	 9	 ^	 ^
^*includes North Africa
	
- ^
;-
^^^^ Excludes ^'apan anti China
^.
^^ '^^^`^`*Excludes South Africa and North Africa ,
,w
^{	 _ t
•^^ 72
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^^
Table ^. U-^
^^Qrbit T^.eciuirements for
Dared T^ Broadca5^ Sate]Ii^tes
'Fear 2^^^ _
'I'raffic^Region	 ^^sterc^ Satellite Sipe**
A	 B	 C
North America
	
^.0
'Canada 2
Public ^ro^dcasfing 2
Western Egrape
	
3^
EBU 2
_ Nordsat ^
Japan `	 5 ^:
^' Uatin America	 20
Brazil 2
:Regional ^.
*^Middle Easfi'^ ^.^
	 ]E^egiOnal `^.
.
China	 -	 ^
_	
2
,1.
Asia^^^^	 15
^_ _ .	 Indaa ^
Indonesia 1
._ Regional ^-
^,...^ Afriha^^^^x^	 15
I^IigeriA 1
I^.e^;"ionai ^.
^^.^ Other	 ^	 South ]Pacific x
T Tot^.i Nt^rnber _af Satellites	
_
22
^:,
h^	 .	
_.j ..*Traf^tc Is expressed in number. of TV .broadcast channels,
^^A = Delta equivalentp B -Atlas.. Centaur eq^ii^aler^t, C = IUS equi^ralent
'^**lnclud^s North Africa
^' ^^^^ Excludes Japan. and China
^^j	 .
„..
^`*^"^'^Excludes South A^ric^ and North ^ifrica
.„
i'i,
^# '^^	 ..
,
-
.9N..	
Rl.
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m10,3	 Video Conferenein^ Services
Requirements. for video -conferencing satellites are shown in TablE I.0-4,
A special purpose, high capacity satellite with 5,000 circuit capability is - used for
the developed countries, It includes the use of the 12030 GHz frequency band.
Systems ®perating in zones of high rain rate may be used to operate at lower
frequencies only, with reduced capacitya
10.4	 i]irect TV Broadcast Service
Requirements for TV broadcast satellites are shown in Table 1^--5. Zt
was assumed that some of These systems. will operate without` an ah--orbit spare..
1D.5	 Total Requirements for all Services
Table ^.0-6 shows the total requirements for all services. A total of liy8
satellites will be in orbit, not counting the satellites for the I3SSR and. Eastern
Europea
3
This large number of satellites-wilt- lead to the .early congestion of the
egttatoria? arc:,. at least in some areas of the world. Satisfying the total traffic: will
require careful intersystem coordination and design. It is e^peeted that the
following meas^.ires will be talon to permit eoexistenee of the-total number of
satellites:	
_.
^^
a. .Best use will be made of all four frequency bands:
,;
4/6 GHz, x2/1 CHz, 18/^D GHQ and 25 GHz 	 -^^	 ,.. .
^. .Satellite designs- for low. antenna sidelobe Ieveis wi g. permit.
.	 multiple use of the same orbital slot at the same frequency bandy
f	 IM17'.ith this concept, satellites for coverage of North ^imerica, South
^.	 ^.^merica and Europe could occupy the same .slot...
c. Consideration wa7i be given to the,alloeation of addtional.frequen--
cy bands for satellite communications,
^-:
^:<
^^	 7^
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SEGTIGN Yl
SATELLITE REPLACEMENT ANI? SYSTEIViS GRGWTH
a
_	 `^
inrorbit replacement of satellites is required for two reasons:
a. Replacement of failed satellites
b. Replacement of obsolete satellites
In reeent yeears the satellite reliability has become so goad; that there
- wall be relatively few failures of satellites prior tai the scheduled replacement time.
gn tt^e INTELSAT System, anew .generation of satellites is being
introduced on the average of one every four years.- Cohntang INTELSAT ^ - and II as
one series, s^artang an 1965 the system has prflgressed through INTELSAT III, Ii i and
lV A to INTELSAT V in 1.80. -The. capacity has .increased frvrn 240 •circuits to
about 1.2,000, a ratio of 50. 	 The mass in orUit ar^creased with. each subsequent
launch from 38 !cg £ar Early Bird to 967 kg for INTELSAT V. 	 A sura^mary of the
ti
INTELSAT spacecraft characteristics is shown in Table ^1--].. 	 ^
We believe that in the future .carne satellites will be designed for longer
. life, .such as YD years, and others will have a shorten design life with more-
complexity.	 For the purpose of this study we have assui-aed an a^rerage	 ^
^;
-, replacement cycle l'or alI satellites o^ 6 years. In addition, we have assumed that..
satellites of s^bseguent series wiIl generally be heavier. 	 B©th these assumptions	 ro
are justified by the operating experience with .the. INTELSAT System. (see :also
Annex D, Satellite Reliability I-Iistory). ar^d with the .relatively .mature .; dom@stir
`
^.,-.....
systems of Telesat and Western ^3'nion.
^; - _	
_	
a
-	 _	 ^
_ In d^v^loping a satellite launch requirements rr^odel we have -therefore
^° assumed. satellites wall be replaced 6 years after launch-and that the replacement-
^^^
i:,:
at times «►iL be in the next larger launch weight category..
j
^.;
^^
E- ...	 -	 -
:^
E;^
Table 11 1
^'3 IN'PELSAT spacecraft Charac^eristies^
k	
-
-
A
iNTE^SAT .i IIdTTE^SAT II INTELSAT llI INTEL^.AT IV iNTELSAT lV-A INTELSAT V
Tl^^^ TD TD ACx^:^^ AC AC
Year of First Launcfi 19fi5 1967 1968 1971 1975 1979
J	 Height (,Centimeters 59.6 67.3 ^.OQ 528- 59D 1,576
^	 Mass Tn Orbit (Kilogr^ms^. 38 86 152 70U ^	 790 967
Primary Electric l'o4ver {Watts ^0 75 12D 400 500 1,200
Effective Bandwc3tli (Megahertz}
t
50 130. 500 500 S00 2, 300
Capacity	 Telephone Circuits) 240 240 x,200 4,Ofl0 6,000 1.2;000	 .
Desig[i Lifetime +Years) 1.5 3 5 7 7 7
Investment Cost Per Careui'^-^^ear X32-,500 ^I1,^00 X2,000 $1,20U $I,100 ^	 S00
^Bc^rton I. Edelson, 'Global satellite Communieatons, s^ ^^;zentific American, Febrraary, 1977, p.58
{	 ^^TD =Thor Delta
*^^AC = ^.tlas - Cen t ate'
.^
,_ 4
r.
..	 ..
__
i
^Ihen a new system is introduced, we have assumed that the second
: satellite will be launched in the second year of operation, and that the third^
satellite will be launched in the fourth year of operation. For satellites. already in
orbit, we have assumed that tfiey will be replaced 6 years after initial launch.
An average percentage was developed-for the launch of satellites by the
Space Shuttle as opposed to launch by Arians and other expendable launch vehicles.
^'he deri'vation of this percentage is shown in 'I`^ble 1^.--2. S^.tellites for the l3SSR. 4
and Eastern Europe have. been excluded from this average, since we assumed Dery
percent probability of Shuttle launch for these programs. Based on this evaluation
it vuas concluded that the Space Shuttle will: carry about 92 percent of the
cornmunieations satellite iaunehes	 e^cludin	 those of the. IISSR. and Easterns	 g
Europe. {
^...
_/^
.The	 9^ percent factor . means that calculated spacecraft launch s
`l requirements have to be reduced by 8 percent to account for non-Shuttle launches.
.
Going -back. to Section 7 we: find that the INTELSAT .series ez^perienced
i
^
S
i
-two. apogee motor failures: in 2^ successful injections into transfer , orbit.: This is a
-	
", failure. ratio of 9.5 percent. 	 We consider it reasonable to aIlocate a similar ratio
a
;
for passible failures of the SSUS or the IIJS. y
^-	
m
;-^:
-
Within the accuracy of our .assumptions the two ratios cancels by first ^
reducing .the Shuttle launches by 8 percent to account for expendable launch
-	 ,^ vehicles and then increasing them by 9.5 percent v^Y e obtain roughly the same figure ft
with which we started..	 Of course, the: match of these two figures is purely
^'
,_
cr^incidental. i
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Table 11-2
Percentage of Shuttle Launches of Total Launches
^.
Satellite System. Satellites by Percentage Satellites
gear 2042 of Shuttle by -Year
Launches 2.002
Launched
On The
Shuttle
4;
Communications Satellites
' Japan 4 50
's
2
o	 _Western Eur pe 8 80 fi ^
. China ^ 50 2
Others `T3 100 73
Video Conferencing Satellites
^• Western E^.irope 5 80 4
Japan _	 2
^ 
54 1
China
Others
2
1^
50
100.
1
14
- 
Direct TV Broadcast Satellites ^	 _
::
,^.
VlTestern Europe 4 80 3
Japan 1 50 4
China _	 ^ 50 1
Others 15 x.00 15
INTELSAT 15 100 15 ;,	 .
Aeronautical and Maritime 9 100 9
^,
^.
..
^:
Tatar.
_
158: 92°Y^ 146-
^,
,^-:
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SECTION 12
:^
SATELLITE LAUNCH AND SHUTTLE FLIGHT REQU^REIVlENTS
This section develops the number of satellite launches in each year by
satellite class and the consequent number of Space Shuttle- flights. 3_
Table 12 1 shows the results.
	 The first four columns are the fatal
number of communications satellites in orbit az^d the break-dawn of satellites by
weight. class. Thy nest three columhs are the number of satellites launched in each
year, again segregated by satellite size. The last column is the resulting number of
Space Shuttle flights (full and fractional} based an 1QO percent fill Factor.
Space Shuttle flights were calculated as follows:
^-
^ times satellites size A
plus
-
tl.IfleS Satellites Size B ^
plus
1 times sateliites size C
^,
_ . Totai Shuttle flights in .support of the launch of commerciai communi--
^-, cations satelites rise from five per year_ in the early 1980's to 1.4 per year in the
mid 80's and level Off at about 17 in the mid 90ts.
^-
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Table ^ 2-I
Satellite laaur►ah anu' Shuttle F1i^ht R.eauirei^ents
Year	 Satellites in. Crbit	 Satellites I,aunehed	 Number of
	
Sizes	Sizes	 Shuttle
Total
	 A	 B	 C	 A	 B	 C	 Flights
---
1982 38 23 14 1 8 4 ^. 5.OU
E	 83 47 28 18 ]. 1i] r! 0 6.00
84 57 32 22 8 9 8 2 8.25
8^ 66 37 25 ^i 11 7 1 7,25
86 75 4v 29 S 1d 9 3 10.00
8`7 85 44 32 9 11 8 5 11.75
i	 88. 92 47 35 10 11 9 3 10.25
89 101 50 38 13 11 9 5 12.25
O0	 1990 108. 51 4^. 1S 10 YO 6 13.50
91: 116 53 4^ 18 ^.^. 10 6 13.75
92 123' S4 47 ^2 ^,0 11 7 15.00
93 1u7 55 48 24 10 9 6 13.00
9^k 134' 55 51 28 9 1^. i# 16.75
95 139 54 53 32 8 11 9 15.50
96 344 54 55 35 9 11 9 16.75
97 14S 53 55 38 8 9 9 15.50
98 Z49 50 57 4^ 5 1.0 1x l,`7.25
.	 99 153. 50 57 44 ^ $ 9 ^,5^.00
2000 153 48 5a 47 s s 13, 17.00
X00 1 ^5s 4s 58 5o s 8 11 17 .00
200 ^5s 47 58 5S ^ 8 12 17.75
Total 19Q 7.86 135 275.50
Atrecage Per Year 9 ^ 05 
^ 
^ 8.88 6.43u	 ^^^^^.._^. ---	 13 a 12
.^
^A ^ l7elta equivalent, $ = A.t1as Centaur equivalent, ^; = IUS equiva7.e^t
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4Figures B-^. through ^-5 show tho correlation factor G1^P per telephone
for l:7 representative. countries for which adequate statistics were available. The
telephone statistics were derived from the ITl<T handbook on telephone statistics
a
and from the A.T&^' publications of '°The World's ^'elephones".
For the number df telephones the total phones.. were used; that is,
business and private phones with extensions. GNP represents ^-977 figures derived
from the .International Monetary Fund's "Ynternational Financial statistics". The
latter lists GNP in constant 19'70 monetary units. From these we derived the GNP
in ].977 monetary units for each country and translated - them into dollars using the
1:977 exchange rate. 'The translation from constant I,970 to constant I977 monetary
units was made by using the Gl^'P inflata^:. This method ;sues somewhat higher
inflation than when the consumer price index is used to eP.lculate inflation.
Figures 13-6, B-7 and B-S show tine number of long distance. calls per
telephone. Long distance calls are the torsi long distance calls ineludia^g
international calls. The latter, however, is only a small. percentage of the total
long distance calls.
Figures F-9 p B-10 and F-^.^. show -the numbee of long distance calls per
X1,000 GI^'P. l?or developing countries this figure is in the range of one t® t^vo Iong
distance caIls per :^1,OOD GRIP. For developer] countries it is in the range of three
to 10 long distance calls per $^.,0©^ GNI'.
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This Annex contains an excer t of an unselicited propflss.l by FSi to
NAuA Goddard. It is included in this report because it gives a description of the
video conferencing satellite system referred to in section 5.^ of this main report.
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r1.	 IaXECUTIVI; Si7MMA.Ity'
Future iystems Incorporated (FSI) is pleased to present this unsolicited
prop^ssal to I^TASA GSFC for a study of the conceptual. design of a video
conferencing satellite system.
^.s we are a.ppraach^ng the deplet^s^n of the worlds oal reserves, tr.A gel
costs wall further increase, and it will become essential. to substitute ca^nmunica-
s^	 tic^ns for travel, where praeti^sl. Teleconferencing will play an important role in
this substitution.
It was found for some teleeonfereneing applications that sound
augmented by facsimile transmission is adequate. .Such. conferencing is practical
ar^d economical vrith present transmission media. Far other confereneing
applications, hov^►ever, high quality video is essential. The cost of present
transmission media is toe high. and the capacity 'toe law to permit 'khe widespre^id
'	 use of video e^snferencing. It is suggested that I^TA,SA consider the development of
the technology required to implement. a high capacity video conferencing satellite
,^
	 system.
Presently e.cisting anal gunned satellite systems he,ve a capacity of 20 '
to 5D two--^rvay video circuits per satellite, at a bit rate of 2Q Ml3ps far each one-
^. 
way video channel. It =s suggested that a special._ purpose video conferencittg
satellite system. can be designed, with a capacity of B 4OQi? twa^-way video ezrcuats
per satellite.
^_,
,^	
such a system. trill be based on multiple frequency re-use and special
''^:^	 video processing techniques. It premises travel cost savings ^i" about X10 billion per
;-^	 year for the USA and air travel substitution of about 2Q percent of the 3.9?Q air
r •
	
travel level. The system wa^t^a^d gay for itself quickly and be of major benefit . in the
;.	 nation's ail conservation program. It is fully compatible with I^T^4.SA's long-range
h ^	 objective for improvement in space electronics. fox Global services Systems.
-;
C_ ^
iThe proposed system requires chs^Ilenging development efforts in the
•	 following arses:
Nultibeam spacecrhft antennas iwith high beam: painting stability
and low sidelobe levels..
On-board signal processing and switching
Video processing for high quality transmission at low bit rates
specially designed for +^onferencing applicati^^is.
^	 We believe °that without NASA support the industry will not be able to
^	 develop such a system in this century.
FSi proposes to conduct a study and to prepare a report on the
cs^nceptual design oaf such a system, including. economics calculations, and to
delzver the final report 2 months ADO. Because_ of the baekgraund of rSI personnel
and extensive prior in-house work, we can - prepare this report covering the
complete transmission system, studio to studio, at an effort of only ].^ men-
months,
The report will. provide i^TASA GS^C with all required information to
permit evaluation of the desarabzlity to proceed with. further work on the program.
2.	 INTROI]LJCTI^N
A5 shown in the literature listed in Attachment C, it is expected that
the worlds oil . reserves would be depleted in 3Q to 50 years, if ail consumption were
to increase at present rates, As a result we expect further sharp increases. in oil
prices, at least until oil demand is reduced by the. shift to alternate energy sources.
Air travel will, be greatly .affected by this process, since, according to the FAA, it
is not expected that aircraft operating on non--petroleum sources will be an use
during this century.
For this reason it will become increasingly more desirable to substitute
communications for travel, where practical. The availability of high qualitg^ two-
way video links in addition to regular telephony transmission will facilitate this
Substltlltlan.
Regardless of whether analog or digital transmission techniques are
employed, the bandwidth and power requirements for high quality video transmis-
si^n are about 300 tunes larger than those for voice transmission. Existing
telecommunications systems have generally been sued far telephony transmission
and are therefore not. adequate for. high._ volume ^ ►ideo transmission. Furthermore,
the video transmission Casts with conve€ttional systems are too high to permit
widespread use. On the other hand, a satellkte system. designad specifically for high
capacity video transmission will result in substantial transmission cast reductions..
Yoe believe- that NASA mould- develop .the necessary technology and
conduct the required experiments to bring such .
 a system into being. A high quality
low cost video eonferencing system will benefit the nation by reducing travel and
thus ail consumption. It will improve efficiencies in cand^tcting business and.
. improve services, .and eventually it wit permit more ^3ecentrali^ed living and work
locations which wi11 bring about a general improvement. in .the quality of life.
C:. 3
. ^	 ..	 ,:
1Peter lt., ^urzhaT,s, New Directions in Space' Ele^tronies
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The development of such ^. video conferencing system is fully
compatible srvittt NAS^4's long-range c ►bjecti^es for Glc^al Services Systems, which
call for a lflflfl-fold increase in capability at reduced cost. l	-
r3.	 CDMPARTSON Wl^'H PSCS
The proposed Public Services Cammunications SateYlite .provides
CDNUS coverage with four area coverage beams, steerable spot beams and special
spat beams for Alaska, ^lawaii at^d Puerto Rica at K-band as well as 771^F coverage
far GNUS. The antenna coverage at K--band is unproved relative ^a TDRSS anc^
^^
Advanced Westar presently under construction by TP.W, anr^ the proposed levels are
	
f
increased by a i''actor of 5 relative to TDRSS.
^.
PSGS will therei:ore have a batter capability to provide video
	
A '
conferencin^' khan cuerently existing or planned commercial systems, but it wiYl. not ;,
achieve the transmission cost,. ,savings that are possible with a satellite optimized 	 ` ^
'^	 ^	 ^
for video coni'erencing.
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:^	 ^ ^.	 STATUS ON VIDEO C®NFERENCING
•	 ^ •
• ^	 AttQehment D provides a gartia! listing s^f soave of the papers and. study
^'repart^ on the subject of teleconfereneia •^ g.	 The fQltawing conclusions are drawn
from these studies:
a.	 I^Iany experimental systems are in operation in the .USA and
elsewhere.
b.	 The tna'arit	 of the users [ike the systems and continue to useJ	 Y
them.
c.	 Some- experimenters .question the value of video in addition to
sound, in view of tl^e high- cost of tI^e video circuits and the small
display size. which does not give a life like inapressian.
d.	 The extensive- use bf video canferencing will need changed
behavior patterns which will rewire tune to establish.
e.	 There is same reluctance to justify videa canferencing systems on
the bads of trav^:l. cast reducf:ian due to the carYCern that this
r	
`
'1^
might lead to a cut in the travel budget.
f:	 There is	 general. agreement	 that a high quality TV video
canferencing - with life-iik^ video and sound presentation at lc^w
^'^.	 ^ east would be desirable anti would lead to subutantia? substitution
_	 _
of coanmunications for travel.
r
In our opznaon, the controversy about whether videa should be p_ovided
in addition to sound can be easily eliminated. We believe that there wit be a need
.	
t1, far bath systems. Some conferences can well be conducted with se^and only,. while
-	 ^; ®tiers will require video. Both types of systems will be developed and will be a
factor in travel substitution. 	 So^znd conferencing, however, - can be provided
adequately with present transmission media.	 OnAy the videa. canfe^encing system
^;,
_.
provides 8 technical challenge and a new high sagacity satelLitn system.
^,^
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5,	 USE C3F EXISTING ®l3. I^LL^NNED SATELLITE SYSTE^^1S
Existing or plstfned commercial satellite systems result in transmission .
. costs pet voice channel of about $6,000 per voice circuit year, equivalent to the
.milesterrestrial circuit lease costs for 500=route	 distance.	 The space segment
alone far a high quality video circr^it costs about X1..5 million per year.
	 The video
circuit capacity of existing and planned commercial systems is as follows:
Satellite
	 l^l't^mber of
Two Way
^id^o Circuits
'TransponderWestar, 12 transponders, GO MBps .per 	 13
Satcom
	
RCA), 2^ transponders., 60 MBps per transponder
	 36
Comstar, 24 transponders, SD M$ps per transponder 	 3fi
TDRSS type, assumed 1500 Maps at k-band and
750 MBps at C--band	 55
5BS satellite, 1D transponders of 43 MHz 	 13
PSCS, assumed 3 times frequency re-use, 2,250 NlBps
	 5^
It can be seen that a single satellite can support approximately 20 to 50
two-way video circuits. In comparison, the_ same satellites have a capacity of 5,0.00
to 17,000 voice circuits.	 The small video capacity inevitably keeps the cost per
video. circuit high.
	 `
Even worse is the fact That the low video capacity per satellite will
prevent widespread use. 	 Even if people were willing to pair tie price for mere
circuits, the limitations in orbital arc availability would prevent the placement of
sufficient eonventiohal satellites.	 To hand real impact, a special: parpose, high
-
capacity video satellite is needed.-
*B^sed on 20 M13ps per one--way ti►idea channel
C7
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6.	 _ ^Ill'LTIPLE SPOT BEA1Vi COI^ICEI''I'
	 "^
The use of multiple spot beams tc achieve area coverage is the mast
effective way to increase chane^E<I capacity of ^. sateljite. Multiple spot beazns have
the fOlIOW1Ilg' 8dvantage5,
a. Cag^acity increase due to frequency re-use.
b. satellite receive and transmit antenna gain reduces satellite and
earth stn#ion power requirements and earth station antenna
antenna size requirements.
c. Directive spacecraft antenna beamr^ reduce the interference froze
and into other systems (on a per chrannel basis).
t
The basic concept o;f area coverage with multiple spot beams is
illustrated below,
^^l
	a7eve^oprnent work is required to pro^ride multibeam antennas with good
._	 coverage vrithout gaps and low sidelobe levels to lirrtit self interference.
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7.	 SCPC VER^LTS '1'I^M^
TDM^ is a goad technique to provide multiple access to a transponder
while operating near transponder saturation. It also permits flexible cross
connection of antenna beams by means of time division switching. Each earth
station, however, must transmit at peak power levels corresponding to the ,whale
transponder bit rate.
SCPC permits simple demand-assigned transmission and reception on.
the ground and results in less complexity for earth stations using only one or a
small ztumber of circuits. Flexible intercanneetion of satellite beams, however, is
more demanding on spacecraft. design, and may well require demodulation and
switching c^uithin the satellite.
Both alternatives will have to be considered in detail before a decision
can be made as to which one is preferable. At this time tive consider the BCPC
solution to be the more prrrmising one. Either salu 'tian presents a challenging
development effort.
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8.	 ^	 SATELLITE CAPACITY
i
Satellites may operate at 12/1.4 GHz or 1.8/30 GHz or at bath bands.	 '.
The available bandwidths are 500 and 2.50D Nlliz, respectively. The achievable	 ^
satellite capacities depend on the number of frequency re-uses.
'	 !
Satell{te Capacity With Current Carling Techniques
Frequency Band 12/14 18/30 Both
G:tiz GHz Bands	 ^
3
Bandwidth per frequency use in MHz 500 2500 3000
Megabits per second per frequency use 800 4000 4800
Two-way video circuits per frequency use 20 100 1.20
Video Circuits Per Satellite
With. Frequency Re-use as Shown:
2 times frequency use 40 200 240
4 times frequency use 80 400 9&0
10 times frequency use 200 1000 1200
^-	 ,
20 times frequency use 400 2000 2400_
'^,	 The premise of these calculations is that high quality, two-v^ay video is
desirable. A bit rate of 20 MBps has been chosen for aone-way channel, since at
least one currently available system* may have ridequate quality at this bit rate..
v>	 Further advances in digital coding will permit improvernents in quality at 20 MBps
or the same quality at Iower bit rates.
"'	 *NETEC by NEC
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!	 Unlike networl: TV which requires good quality sports transmissions with 	 I
occasional
 
high rate of change of picture content, video Conferencing need. not
employ zooming and panning techniques. T}^e background is relatively. static and'
the overall rate of change of picture content is small. This feature permifs the
design of special. video coding circuitry for high quality transmission at low bit
gates.
The approach that was taken by NEB may be further developed for this
specific application As follows:	 '
a. Store at least one complete frame and transmit only frame to
frame changes.
b. Increase the quantizing steps for . these portions of the: picture
which. are in rapid motion. The eye is not sensitive to quantizing
noise c;n moving pictures.
.s
	
	
We consider it likely that special coding will. permit the reduction of bit
rates by factors of 2 to ^, with an equivalent increase in channel capacity.
With 20 times frequency use and 4 times improvements in . coding, the
total achievable capacity is 8,000 to 1.0,000 two-way video circuits per satellite.
9.	 IMPACT ON T11.1ai.^'EL
To attain a gene^^al impression. of the impact on travel that ane could
expect fi°am a fully loaded video c4nfereneing system with 8,004 video circuits ^Ser
Satellite, the fallowing order of magnitude calculations are performed:
Average conference .duration, in hears 3
Average number of conferences per . circuit day 3
Average number of people traveling to n conference
in the absence of video eonfereneing 2
Number of person-trips avoided:
per circuit day 6
per satellite day 50,000
per day fora 2--satellite system 1,:00, OOq
Average cost per person-trip $	 500
Travel cast savings, per day, in millions $	 SO
Travel cost savings, - per year, with 200 days
per year, in billions $	 10
Average .passengers per flight 1.00
3Elights avoided, per day 1000
Persan-trips avoided, per year, in millions 20
Total emplaned. passengers in ).07^, in millions 207
Total reduction in air--travel, 197	 level 20
As mentioned above, this is an order of magnitude ealcul^tion. All
figures are estimates, ^:^cept for the fofal passengers emplaned, which was taken
from an rA,A study-
In practice, the satellite system will be used far imgroved service as
well as for travel substitutivrl. Thus, not the total capacity would tae available for
travel substitution. On the other hand, travel substitution will favor the longer
distances, and therefore the 20, percent figure may be .realistic,
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A similar system eottld b^ used by INT^d,S^T ors $global basis t
xeduce international travel.
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Thee results show thaf a ver
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to reduce circuit costs and to have a m^asurabl capacity satellite is necessary both
Impact on total travel.
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Tf^is •Annex provides summary information on the reliability History of
the 1N'T^LaAT satellites. This information has been used for the pr^dietion of
future sateitite lifetimes, which is required for the generation of a satellite
replacement schedule.
Tables ^-1 through D^-^# show the launch: dates and success hisStory of all
INTELSAT satellites launched to date. Table D--S shows the evaluation of satellite
lifetime data based on the satellites vahich have failed so far, and an successful ir--
orbit experience with the nine satellites currently in orbit and still operating
satisfactorily.
Table D-^ is the listing ®f launch attempts, failures and successes.
sj
Table ll-1
Satellite type Intelsat I Intelsat II
Satellite ^nfg. I^^iC ^IAG
Estimated number	 -
of parts. 3,5Q^ 5,Q00
Number of trans-
ponders I. ^
Design life, years ^..5 3
Flight Nc. FY	 Fl F2 F3 F4
Daunch date x/66	 AF's ^J67 3/67 9/67
Date of failure. 5/70 Sj70 10/7Q S/7I_
lifetime, years ^.3
	
-- 3.fi 3.6 3.9
CAF =Apogee Motor Failure
`able D-2
Satellite type Intelsat ^
Satellite mgf. `s'R.W
l^.,stimated number of parts 7,QQ0
Number of ^trat^sponders 2
Desi	 life	 ears^	 ^ Y 5
^^ Flight Ido.	 F1 F2 F3 ^^	 F5	 F6 F7	 F8
^^
Launch date	 LF'^ 12/BS 3/C9 5/69	 I;F^	 1/70 5/70	 A.F^"^
Date of failure 5/70 5/69 1.1/72	 1/75 5/71
6/77 1/7^
t,^,
Lifetirrie, years 1.4 0 . ^
_'
3.5
	 5 ].
7.31.
^
fi
]
<a
*Launch Failure
'^'^Apogee lllotor Failure^ v
^r
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Tab.e D-^
4	 ^
Satellite fype
^	 -
Intelsat XV
Satellite mfg. HAS
Estimated number of pmts I7, 000
.Number of transponders ^2
d	 Design l,zfe, years 7
Flight No, F2 F3	 F^ F5	 F6	 F'7	 Fg	 Fl
Launch date 1.J7]^ ^.2J71.	 1J71 OJ72	 LF'^	 sJ^s	 11/`74	 5J75
Date of failure 6/7? -	 --- --	 --	 --	 -^-
Li€e time, years 0.4 ^ 5.?	 ,^5, 6 X5.2	 ^ ^4.0	 ^2. ^	 X2.3
MLaunch Failure
- ^...a^__..^. ____. _ _

D^6
Table D-5
Evaluation of Lzfetime Data
Satellite Series
	
TnteZ^at l/II	 rntelsat TII	 Intelsat I^l/IV-A
Actual liailures, 8.1 l.. ^	 6.4
Years after launch 3.8 3.8
3.6 3.5
3.9 5.0
1.3
Mean Life 4.1 3 . Q	 7
Standard Deviation x.62 1.43	 1
Satellite Series Launch Launch Apogee Successful
Attempts Failures Motor Orbit
Failures Injection
Intelsat I ]. --- -- 1
Intelsat II 4 -- ^ 3
Intelsat III 8 2 x 5
Intelsat N 8 1 --^ ^
Intelsat lV-A 3 -- --- 3
Total	 2^	 3	 2	 19
Percent	 zQ0	 13	 8	 79
.^
Table D-6
Launch Failures and Apogee Motor Failures
^'.': .
